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Abstract 
Following Bali and Weinbaum (2005) and Maillet et al. (2010), we present several estimates of 
volatilities computed with high- and low-frequency data and complement their results using 
additional measures of risk and several alternative methods for Tail-index estimation. The aim 
here is to confirm previous results regarding the slope of the tail of various risk measure 
distributions, in order to define the high watermarks of market risks. We also produce 
synthetic general results concerning the method of estimation of the Tail-indexes related to 
expressions of the L-moments. Based on estimates of Tail-indexes, retrieved from the high 
frequency 30’ sampled CAC40 French stock Index series from the period 1997-2009, using 
Non-parametric Generalized Hill, Maximum Likelihood and various kinds of L-moment 
Methods for the estimation of both a Generalized Extreme Value density and a Generalized 
Pareto Distribution, we confirm that a heavy-tail density specification of the Log-volatility is 
not necessary. 
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 “Extreme Volatilities, Financial Crises
and L-moment Estimations of Tail-indexes”
1 Introduction
The volatility has long been used as an auxiliary variable in the processes ex-
plaining the returns on risky assets. In this traditional framework, the observ-
able were the returns and the volatility remained a latent variable, whose value
was a by-product of the estimation. Recently, the focus has changed and many
studies have been devoted to empirical estimates of the volatility itself, with-
out necessarily specifying any model for the prices themselves. The measure of
risk most widely used by practitioners remains today the Close-to-Close Simple
Volatility, a time-varying simile of the traditional variance.
Following for instance Barndorﬀ-Nielsen and Shephard (2003) or Andersen
et al. (2003), volatility can indeed be viewed as a latent factor (the so-called
quadratic variation aﬀecting the Brownian motion in some representations) that
can only be estimated using its signature on market prices. It is only when
the process is known (or simulated) as in Andersen and Bollerslev (1998-a) or
Barndorﬀ-Nielsen and Shephard (2002-a) that we know what the “true volatil-
ity” is (inside the Brownian motion case - see Andersen et al., 2003, for a survey).
When the underlying process is more sophisticated, as shown by Barndorﬀ-
Nielsen and Shephard (2002-b), or when observed prices suﬀer from market
microstructure distortion eﬀects or high-frequency seasonalities, the results are
less clear (see Andersen and Bollerslev, 1997-a, 1997-b and 1998-b ; Corsi et
al., 2001; Bai et al., 2001; Martens, 2001; Martens et al., 2002; Oomen, 2004;
Brandt and Diebold, 2006; Bandi and Russell, 2006).
On the one hand, the Realized Volatility is considered, since its introduction
(see Andersen and Bollerslev, 1998-a), as the best estimator for the latent fac-
tor. The daily volatility retrieved from transaction data has been shown to be
accurate when controlling the microstructure eﬀects and empirically supporting
the Clark (1973) Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis (Andersen et al., 2003).
Among the high-frequency estimators, the one using all the available transac-
tions (Cf. Bollen and Inder, 2002) is shown to perform better than the Realized
Volatilities that use a lower sampling rate. Oomen (2005) also shows that esti-
mating the volatility in business-time (transaction-time) is more eﬃcient than
using the traditional calendar-time, as it samples the process when it the most
informative. Some authors recently show that the most accurate estimator, so
far, is the mean of the Realized Volatilities chosen at the optimal frequency but
measured at diﬀerent phases (see Zhang et al., 2005; A¨ ıt-Sahalia et al., 2005
and 2009; Zhang, 2006).
On the other hand, when high-frequency data is unavailable - which is still
the case in the majority of published studies in ﬁnance, second best estimations
of the unobservable risk factor are provided by the Range-based – or Extreme
Value – estimators as shown by an extensive comparative study by Bali and
Weinbaum (2005). The price range, deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the highest
2and lowest market prices over a ﬁxed sampling interval, and often represented
in business newspapers and available on ﬁnancial data providers under the label
“(Japanese) candlestick plots”, is known for a long time as a volatility estimator.
Back to Parkinson (1980), there is a wealth of literature1 devoted to reﬁnements
of this measure – using various assumptions on the underlying process.
Following Bali and Weinbaum (2005) and Maillet et al. (2010), the aim of
the present article is to, furthermore, study the main high and low-frequency
measures of volatility - focusing on extreme events, in order to ﬁnd if there are
glaring discrepancies between the empirical evidence and the usual assumptions
about the distribution of volatility. The distribution will be estimated using
various techniques including diﬀerent L-moment methods.
Introduced by Sillitto (1951) and comprehensively reviewed and popular-
ized by Hosking (1986, 1990), L-moments are demonstrably superior to classical
algebraic moments since they are less subject to outliers and then to bias in es-
timation in small samples (e.g. Hosking, 1992; Ulrich et al., 2000; Delicado and
Goria, 2008). L-moment expressions are based on linear combinations of order
statistics and can be also seen as a modiﬁcation of the Probability-weighted Mo-
ments (Greenwood et al., 1979). The estimation method relying on L-moments
is now widely used for estimation of frequency of extreme events, which can be
found in meteorology or hydrology ﬁelds, or more generally in regional analysis
(Cf. Hosking and Wallis, 1997). More precisely, it has been applied to studying
the extreme distribution of ﬂoods (see Hosking and Wallis, 1987; Ben-Zvi and
Azmon, 1997; Wang, 1997; Bayazit and ¨ On¨ oz, 2002; Moisello, 2007; Hewa et
al., 2007; Shao et al., 2008), of rainfalls (e.g. Guttman et al., 1993; Lee and
Maeng, 2003; De Michele and Salvadori, 2003; Parida and Moalafhi, 2008) of
raindrop sizes (Cf. Kliche et al., 2008), of wind speed (e.g. Pandey et al., 2001;
Whalen et al., 2004; Modarres, 2008) or to the measurement of earthquake in-
tensities (Thompson et al., 2007). They have also found applications in ﬁnance
for ﬁtting return distributions (Hosking et al., 2000; Carillo et al., 2006-a; Kar-
vanen, 2006) and rate of proﬁt densities (Wells, 2007), for calibrating extreme
returns (Gettinby et al., 2006; French, 2008; Tolikas and Gettinby, 2009), to
elaborate a GMM-type Goodness-of-Fit test (Cf. Chu and Salmon, 2008), for
risk modelling purposes (Cf. da Silva and de Melo Mendes, 2003; Tolikas and
Brown, 2006; Martins-Filho and Yao, 2006; Tolikas et al., 2007; Tolikas, 2008;
Gouri´ eroux and Jasiak, 2008; French, 2008), and, ﬁnally, for deﬁning a new set
of measures of performance for hedge funds (Cf. Darolles et al., 2009).
In this work, we ﬁrst aim to compare the behavior of extreme volatilities,
measured by several proxies that include the popular Realized Volatility (An-
dersen and Bollerslev, 1998-a). Our work secondly relies on the Extreme Value
Theory. Its applications are now widely disseminated among the ﬁnance com-
munity (see the reference books by Embrecht et al. 1997; Adler et al., 1998;
Coles, 2001; Finkenst¨ adt and Rootz´ en, 2003; Beirlant et al., 2004; McNeil et al.,
1Relevant literature includes Parkinson (1980), Garman and Klass (1980), Rogers and
Satchell (1991), Kunitomo (1992) and Yang and Zhang (2000). For the sake of completeness,
we should also mention works by Ball and Torous (1983), Brunetti and Lildholdt (2002),
Bollen and Inder (2002, 2003), and Høg and Lunde (2003).
32005; Malevergne and Sornette, 2006; de Haan and Ferreira, 2006), speciﬁcally
when studying the density of returns (see Longin, 1996) and potential severe
losses (Bali, 2003; Tolikas, 2008). Based on works by Hosking (1990), we thirdly
present several methods for estimating the Tail-index of the extreme volatility
density, focusing more intensively on various variants of L-moments, that ﬁnally
give us some conﬁdence when gauging the high watermarks of market risks. The
closest contributions to our paper have been published in ﬁelds such as Econo-
metrics (Andersen et al., 2003; Bontemps and Meddahi, 2005; Christensen and
Podolskij, 2007; Martens and van Dijk, 2007; Saichev et al., 2010), Financial
Econometrics (Barndorﬀ-Nielsen and Shephard, 2004; Gonzalo and Olmo, 2004;
Oomen, 2005; Browlees and Gallo, 2010), Empirical Finance (Danielsson and
de Vries, 1997; Bollen and Inder, 2002; Jondeau and Rockinger, 2003; Jalal and
Rockinger, 2008; Tolikas and Gettinby, 2009), and Extremes Studies (Hosking
et al., 1985; Beirlant et al., 1996; Resnick, 1997).
The paper is organized as follows. First, we recall the expression of main
measures of volatility using transaction high-frequency data and Close-to-Close
/ Range low-frequency returns. Secondly, we present the main non-parametric
and parametric (Generalized Extreme Value and Generalized Pareto Distribu-
tions) methods linked to studies of extreme volatilities, with a special focus on
the methods related to L-moments. Thirdly, we conduct an empirical study
of the main volatility estimators on a sample of high frequency quotes of the
CAC40 French stock market Index from 1997 to 2009. The last section of the
paper concludes, whilst the Appendices are reserved for the expressions of Ex-
treme Value densities as a function of the various variants of L-moments (and
for ﬁgures and tables).
2 From High to Low Frequency Measures of Risk
via Extreme Value Estimators of Volatility
It has been known since the ﬁrst attempts at modelling prices that the amplitude
of price changes was not constant, but ﬂuctuating with time in a somewhat
predictable fashion. Though it is not possible to estimate the spot volatility
(i.e. the value of the volatility at a point in time), the integrated variance (i.e.
the variance of the instantaneous returns over a period) can be approximated
through estimators of the quadratic variation (the limit of the sum of squared
returns over decreasing time intervals). We present hereafter the main measures
of daily volatility, both from intra-day data (that should converge to quadratic
variation in the absence of jumps as shown by Barndorﬀ-Nielsen and Shephard,
2003) and daily data (the range-based estimators being less sensitive to outliers
and jumps than the squared returns). Following Andersen et al. (2009-a), we
also present the Realized Volatility decomposition in a Jump Component and a
remaining Bi-power Variation.
A simple direct extension of the traditional continuous time model for stock
returns assumes a continuously varying volatility. More formally, in the simplest
4continuous framework, the evolution of prices is given by an Itˆ o process:
dlog(Pt)=µt dt + σtdBt, (1)
with Pt the random variable representing the price at time t ∈ [0;T], µt the drift
term, Bt the standard Brownian motion and σt the instantaneous volatility.






2. The availability of tick-by-tick data then allows us to
approximate the empirical Integrated Volatility by the Realized Volatility, which



















, with i =[ 1 ,...,I], is the sequence of prices of the asset at time
ti with ti = t − i/I, the date of observation of return involved in the time-scale
volatility, with I being the time-resolution expressed in the number of observa-
tions per day, η = nb is a factor2 for annualizing the time-scale volatility where
nb is the number of business days per year, and the notation ˆ X here standing
for a realization (potentially measured with errors) of a random variable X.
Though this estimator converges in probability (in theory) towards the Inte-
grated Volatility as the periodicity of observation goes down, some microstruc-
ture eﬀects in practice skew the price dynamics, meaning that either the empir-
ical estimation has to be done on a lower frequency than the maximum avail-
able or has to incorporate correcting terms, or both (see, among many others,
Oomen, 2004 and 2005 for a discussion on this point).
Pushing further the analysis, Barndorﬀ-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) intro-
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Thanks to the Realized Bi-power Variation deﬁnition, the Realized Variance
can thus be split into two parts corresponding to its continuous and discon-
tinuous (jump) components. The intuition is that while squaring the returns
ampliﬁes the jumps, the Realized Bi-power Variation, by multiplying each jump
with the preceding or following return, dampens their overall eﬀect. The diﬀer-
ence between the Realized Volatility and the Realized Bi-power Variation will
hereafter be called the Realized Jump Component and will be used herein to
quantify the intensity of the jumps within one day.
2Note that, by contrast to Martens (2002), Areal and Taylor (2002) and Hol and Koopman
(2002), we do not correct here the volatility for the presence of noisy overnight returns, since
we do not focus on a special time-scale accurate measure, but rather on a speciﬁc time-series
observation scale corresponding to economic agent observation frequency.
5When only few price observations are available daily, other deﬁnitions are
needed. In most of ﬁnancial studies only using low-frequency data, return dis-
persions are estimated by calculating the standard deviation of the time-series
of daily, weekly, or monthly returns, based on security closing prices. If the risk
was deemed a constant over the time, then the accuracy of the measure would
increase with the number of points used in its computation. Since market risk
ﬂuctuates with time, using past observations in the current measure can actu-
ally be detrimental if these belong to a diﬀerent distribution. One way to cope
with the problem is to use a rolling window and compute the classical variance
over a ﬁxed period of time. Typical time periods vary from ﬁve business days
to one year, depending on the investment horizon and actual use of the data
(asset valuation, risk control, volatility trading...). The traditional proxy, called



















where I is the estimation window expressed in the number of business days,






is a sequence of observed closing prices, and ˆ µt is given by:










which is an estimation of the mean log-return on the reference period.
This daily estimate will thus exhibit by construction a lot of serial depen-
dence, since the same return observations enter into several consecutive volatili-
ties. As pointed out by Poon and Granger (2003), since the statistical properties
of sample mean make it a very inaccurate estimate of the true mean especially
for a small sample, taking deviations around zero - or around a very long period
mean - instead of a short sample mean, increases the accuracy of the estimate
even if biased. Taking this reasoning to the extreme, the simplest measure of the
Instantaneous (daily) Simple Volatility would be given by the squared return












This measure is free of hypothesis on the mean return, and does not use
overlapping information: we will thus use it as our proxy for instantaneous low-
frequency volatility in the rest of the paper. It is, however, extremely noisy, and
not to be used in practical applications.
To alleviate some of the noise produced by this daily-based estimates, an
Exponential Moving Average3 (EMA) is often applied. The EMA estimator is
3Sometimes called a RiskMetrics-type of measure.













t / ˆ PC
t−1
 2  1/2
,
(6)
where ρ is an ad hoc parameter governing the smoothness of the estimator4.
This classical standard deviation of return series is assumed to be a proxy for
the dispersion of returns. Though it is easy to compute, it, however, ignores all
the information concerning the path of the price inside the period of reference.
Even at a low-(daily) frequency, though, additional information is often available
in addition to closing prices, such as opening prices and highest and lowest prices
within the day. Taking advantage of this information, Parkinson (1980) proposes
an estimator of the variance based on the range of the random walk (deﬁned
as the diﬀerence between highest and lowest prices) during the day considered.
He shows that the additional information provided by the high/low records of
the period improves the accuracy of the estimation. Using the result by Feller
(1951) on the joint distribution of the maximum and minimum of a random
walk (assuming no drift and a constant dispersion denoted σ), we have:
E[ln(Ht/Lt)
2] = 4ln(2) σ2, (7)
where Ht and Lt are the random variables corresponding to the highest and
lowest prices on day t:
 
Ht = Max{Pti| ti ∈ (t − 1,t]}
Lt = Min{Pti| ti ∈ (t − 1,t]},
Parkinson (1980) deﬁnes his estimator as a function of the range that reads















where ηP = nb[4I ln(2)]−1 is a correction parameter given by equation (7) which
takes into account the number of estimations of the range.
The Parkinson (1980) extreme value estimator eﬃciency intuitively comes
from the fact that the range of intra-daily quotes gives more information regard-
ing the volatility than two arbitrarily spaced points in this series (the closing
prices), for the low cost of two additional data points per day. Indeed, high
and low prices are the results of continuous monitoring, instead of opening and
4It has been set to .5 (mild smoothing) hereafter, corresponding to a half-life of one day,
and is usually set to .94 in the RiskMetrics measure (see “RiskMetrics Technical Document”,
Fourth Edition, J.P. Morgan, 1996, 296 pages). As explained in Moosa and Bollen (2002),
with a decay factor of .94, almost all relevant information is incorporated in the volatility
using the last 60 trading days.
7closing prices which are deﬁned for precise dates. Most ﬁnancial data suppli-
ers already provide daily high/low prices as summaries of intra-day activity.
Roughly speaking, knowing these records allows us to get closer to the “real
underlying process”, even if we do not know the whole path of asset prices.
Christensen and Podolskij (2007) show that such an estimate applies to a very
large domain of price models. Moreover, this estimator is unbiased when the
drift is equal to zero. Alizadeh et al. (2002), looking for a daily estimator,
use directly the daily log-range. By assuming that the stochastic Log-volatility
evolves as a mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, they propose as an
estimator (with the previous notations):
ˆ σ
ABD









with ˆ µ being equal to .43 in their sample.
They show that their estimator is both normally distributed and robust to
microstructure noise. This result relies on the ﬁrst moment of distribution of
the log-range for a driftless Brownian motion given in Feller (1951).
But using now four data points - open, close, high and low prices - instead of
only two - Close-to-Close or high-low prices - can also provides extra informa-
tion - especially if opening and closing prices are closely watched by all market
participants and act as references. Garman and Klass (1980) propose an esti-
mator based on the knowledge of the open, close, high and low prices and the
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where I is the estimation window expressed in number of business days, PC
i
is the random variable for the closing price at day, with i =[ 0 ,...,I], PO
i
is the random variable for the open price the same day, η1
GK and η2
GK are
weighted correction parameters5, and the notation ˆ X standing for a realization
(potentially measured with errors) of a random variable X.
This estimator is obtained as the one with the minimal variance among
the analytic, scale invariant, unbiased estimators based on the four previously






































GK = nb/(2I)a n dη2












]=[ 1− 2ln(2)] σ2. (12)
Since Parkinson (1980) and Garman-Klass (1980) estimators implicitly as-
sume that log-prices follow a geometric Brownian motion with no drift, and no
opening jumps, further reﬁnements are given by Rogers and Satchell (1991) and
Kunitomo (1992). The latter author uses the open and close prices to estimate
a modiﬁed range corresponding to an hypothesis of a Brownian bridge for the
transformed log-price. The Kunitomo (1992) estimator basically aims to correct
the high and low prices for the presence of a drift. The formula is based on
extremes of a constructed Brownian bridge motion with constant volatility that
gives (with the previous notations):
E(ht/lt)=( π2/6) σ2, (13)
where: 
    
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Kunitomo (1992) then proposes the following unbiased estimator of the pre-
















is a correction parameter given by equation (13), taking
into account the number of observations.
This formula implies then that enough tick-by-tick trading data are avail-
able. In the limit case, it means in fact that the full discrete Brownian motion
is known, which makes the above estimator useless.
Rogers and Satchell (1991) also add a drift term in the stochastic process
that can be incorporated into a volatility estimator using only daily open, high,
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(15)
with ηRS = nb/(I + 1) the annualization correction factor.
This estimator exhibits a lower variance compared to the one of the Parkin-
son (1980) estimator.
9They also propose an adjustment that is designed for taking into account the
fact that one may not be able to continuously monitor the stock price, and then
the exact minimum and maximum prices. Their adjusted estimator ˆ σ
ARS
t is the





















with Vt is the total number of transactions occurring during day t, and the
constants being η∗
1 = .5594 and η∗
2 = .9072.
Finally, Yang and Zhang (2000) make further reﬁnements by deriving an Ex-
treme Value estimator that is unbiased, independent of any drift, and consistent
in the presence of opening price jumps. They look for an unbiased estimator
written through a quadratic expression on the open, close, high and low prices of
diﬀerent periods. With symmetry arguments, they prove that any unbiased esti-
mator, independent of the drift and the opening jump, must write as a weighted
average of the Rogers and Satchell (1991) estimator, the close-open volatility
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where ηYZ = nb/(I − 1) is the annualization correction parameter and the
notation ¯ Xi is here used for the unconditional mean of the sequence of the
variable Xi,( ˆ σ
RS
t )2 is the Rogers-Satchell (1991) estimator (see above text)
and κ is a speciﬁc constant.
This last constant κ is chosen in order to minimize the variance of the es-




t , and that σC
t and σRS
t are uncorrelated, it writes
(with the previous notations):
κ =
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 2 2  , (18)
which leads to the following general expression, taking into account the number
of points denoted I,s u c ha s :
ˆ κ =( ζ − 1)[ζ +( I + 1)/(I − 1)]
−1 , (19)
10for some constant6 ζ.
To summarize the presentation of the previous estimators, we can distin-
guish them with respect to the number and to the type of points entering in
their deﬁnition. With only close prices, the Simple Volatility and the EMA are
computed with one data per day. Based on the daily range, the Parkinson es-
timator is the simplest estimator to compute with the highest and lowest daily
prices. The Garman-Klass and the Rogers-Satchell estimators outperform their
estimator characteristics by taking into account the opening and closing prices,
as well as the Yang-Zhang one, which furthermore incorporates the overnight
information in its deﬁnition using the closing price of the previous day. Finally,
Kunitomo estimator, using Brownian bridge properties, the Realized Volatility
and the Realized Bi-power Variation have as a common feature that they call
on all daily high frequency data. Moreover, all estimators are characterized by
a speciﬁc correction parameter which is obtained by imposing the estimators
to be without bias, with minimal variance and to satisfy some other hypothe-
ses on the underlying stochastic process that represents the dynamics of prices.
Saichev et al. (2009 and 2010) recently propose a more general approach of
all estimators based on the four prices (open, high, low and close) in order to
choose, through adapted diagrams, the most eﬃcient estimators with respect to
the statistical properties of the series of log-prices, which does not need to be
Gaussian anymore. For illustration purposes, they apply their method for se-
lecting the best estimator among the Parkinson, Rogers-Satchell, Garman-Klass
and Yang-Zhang estimates.
The range-type of volatility estimator is a highly eﬃcient volatility proxy as
shown by Brandt and Diebold (2006) in a multivariate setting. In turbulent days
with drops and recoveries of the markets, the traditional Close-to-Close volatil-
ity can still be low while the daily range correctly indicates that the volatility is
high. Furthermore, the range appears robust to microstructure biases such as
the bid-ask bounce. As indicated by Brandt and Diebold (2006), the observed
daily maximum is in general reached at the ask price and hence is too high by
half the spread, whilst the observed minimum is likely to be attained at the
bid price and therefore is too low by half the spread. Generally speaking, the
bid-ask bounce inﬂates the range only by the average spread, which is, in gen-
eral, in liquid markets small, relative to the price moves. The price range is,
however, ineﬃcient when compared to high-frequency estimators (see Andersen
and Bollerslev, 1998-a, p.898, footnote 20, and Andersen et al., 2003) in the
Brownian motion case. But it is far from clear that range-based estimators
are less eﬃcient outside the Brownian case study or in the presence of market
microstructure eﬀects, simply because the problem is diﬃcult to handle theo-
retically and because microstructure noise covers a large collection of potential
biases which are diﬃcult either to properly deﬁne or explain (see Crack and
Ledoit, 1996).
However, consistent with the previous research of Wiggins (1991), Li and
6Yang and Zhang (2000) show theoretically and with numerical calculations that ζ belongs
to the range ]1.33;1.50[, depending on the value of the drift. They, however, suggest to ﬁx ζ
equal to 1.34 in practice.
11Weinbaum (2001) ﬁnd that the Parkinson estimator - applied to the daily S&P
100 and S&P500 data covering periods of 1 to 24 (trading) days over the period
from January 1989 to December 1999 - is downward biased compared to the tra-
ditional estimator, at the weekly and monthly frequencies. This is also true for
the other extreme value volatility estimators. They provide rational to explain
this result and other coherent Extreme Value Volatility estimates on S&P500
Futures and exchange rate markets (see Li and Weinbaum, 2001, p.19 and fol-
lowing). Furthermore, Corrado and Miller (2006) conclude that when used in
Merton (1980) Reward-to-Risk model of expected excess return, most of the
extreme estimators of volatility lead to similar qualitative results. Corrado and
Truong (2007) also demonstrate that the intra-day High-Low estimator price
range oﬀers a volatility forecast with an eﬃciency similar to Implied Volatility
as a predictor of future volatility, as well as Bali and Weinbaum (2005) who show
that most of the Extreme Value Volatility estimators are better measures of the
Realized Volatility than the Simple Volatility for short time-horizons (mainly
weekly and monthly). Extreme Value Volatility estimators ﬁnally seem to be
highly correlated one to another and strongly linked to the implied and future
volatilities.
In terms of eﬃciency (measured as the ratio of the variance of the Extreme
Value estimator over the Close-to-Close one), all previous estimators exhibit
very substantial improvements. As reported in Corrado and Miller (2006), the
Parkinson (1980) measure shows a theoretical relative eﬃciency gain ranging
from 2.5 to 5, while the Garman and Klass (1980), Yang and Zhang (2000) and
Kunitomo (1992) variance estimators result in a theoretical eﬃciency gain of, re-
spectively, 7.4, 7.3, and 10. Rogers et al. (1994) report that the Rogers-Satchell
(1991) estimator yields theoretical eﬃciency gains comparable to the Garman-
Klass estimator. They also report that the Rogers-Satchell (1991) estimator
performs well with changing drifts and as few as 30 daily observations. Bali and
Weinbaum (2005) conﬁrm this general conclusion regarding the eﬃciency of Ex-
treme Value estimators, using both an American stock Index (S&P500 future
contracts) and, as a double-check, a main exchange rate database, on various
short-term horizons.
3 Extreme Values of Risk Estimates
When studying volatility distribution, the main area of interest is the right-
hand tail where the highest volatilities are located. The following sections are
accordingly devoted to the exploration of the rightmost part of the distribution
function in order to highlight the diﬀerences between the estimators. In fact,
few studies have been devoted to the distribution itself of the volatility. They,
however, almost all conclude that volatilities are Lognormally distributed, as in
Taylor (1986) and Andersen et al. (2001-a). Going further, Liu et al. (1999),
show that if the Log-normal distribution describes well the central part of the
distribution of volatilities, this statement, however, appears less positive in the
tail, since, in fact, a power law asymptotic behavior seems to be more adequate.
12Following this remark and given the descriptive statistics, we will then focus on
the so-called Tail-index γ, equal to the inverse of the Shape-parameter, denoted
ξ, of the distribution of the volatility σ, which characterizes, when positive, an
heavy-tailed density. This kind of approach is already well developed concern-
ing the distribution of returns. Indeed, since Fama (1965), it is known that
the distribution of returns does not follow a Gaussian distribution, which is
recognized as an undisputed stylized fact (see Cont, 2001). Longin (1996 and
2005) proposes to also use the Tail-index in order to discriminate among the
distributions of returns.
Among the various possible approaches to estimate the Tail-index, three are
presented hereafter: the Non-parametric “Upper Order Statistics” (UOS) in
sub-section 3.1, the Parametric “Block Maxima” (BM) for GEV distribution of
extrema in sub-section 3.2 and the Parametric Peaks-over-the-Threshold (PoT)
Method for the GPD in sub-section 3.3.
In fact, the choice of the GEV or GP Distributions for getting a more accu-
rate characterization of the distribution of extremes is indeed complementary.
Both density functions have the same asymptotic behaviors and share the same
Tail-index. In other words, as explained in Coles (2001) for instance, the para-
meters of the Generalized Pareto Distribution of threshold excesses are uniquely
determined by those of the associated GEV distribution of Block Maxima.I n
particular, the Shape-parameter is equal to that of the corresponding GEV dis-
tribution. When for instance it is assumed that the process by which the random
variable exceeds the threshold is a Poisson process, Coles (2001) and Katz et al.
(2005) prove that the three characteristic parameters of the GPD (see below)
are directly linked to those of a GEV.7 With the same approach, Ding et al.
(2008) obtain an approximate relation between the Quantile Functions of GEV
distributions and the GPD. They ﬁrst conclude that GEV distributions can be
seen as special cases of GPD, especially for high thresholds, and they, secondly,
empirically observe that the GPD has more accurate ﬁtting properties than the
GEV distribution. Moreover, Bali (2003-a and 2003-b) proposes, using a Box
and Cox (1964) transformation, a Generalization of the GEV density that also
encompasses the pure GEV and GPD as special cases.
For these reasons, we then expect in the following that real market price re-
lated estimations of volatility Tail-indexes to be very close whatever the density
and the method of estimation.
7If we note υ and α the location-dispersion characteristic parameters of a GPD and υ∗, α∗
and ξ∗ the three parameters of the related GEV distribution (see below), then the Poisson
process, deﬁned by the parameter λ ∈ I R∗
+, that governs the crossing rate for the Peaks-over-
Threshold, allows us to write the following relations for the location and dispersion parameters
such as:
￿
υ = υ∗ − α∗
ξ∗ (λξ∗
− 1)
α = α∗ − ξ∗(υ − υ∗).
133.1 Extreme Risk Values using Non-parametric Upper Or-
der Statistics
One of the most popular ways of retrieving the Tail-index (corresponding to a
large non-parametric class of distributions sharing some heavy-tail properties)
is to use a non-parametric estimator, focusing a part of the highest volatility
under studies (UOS approach). Before giving examples of such estimators, we
ﬁrst recall, following Resnick (1997), that a distribution function F(.) admits
heavy tails if it satisﬁes, when σ - the variable of interest - tends to inﬁnity, for
some ξ ∈ I R+, the following relation:
1 − F(σ)=σ−1/ξK(σ), (20)
where K(.) is a slowly-varying function8 satisfying, for every σ>0:
lim
 →+∞
[K( σ)/K( )] = 1.
This deﬁnition corresponds to a Pareto-type tail behavior. The parameter ξ is
called the Shape-parameter (which is the inverse of the Tail-index, also called
extreme-value index in some articles). A consequence of this deﬁnition of an
heavy-tailed distribution is that it does not possess a complete set of moments,
since E[σk] is inﬁnite for some values of k, with k =[ 1 ,...,n], when ξ is positive.
More precisely, E[σk]=∞ whenever k>1/ξ and E[σk] < ∞ for k<1/ξ
(Resnick, 1997). By transforming the previous equation with logarithms, we
have:
ln[1 − F(σ)] = (−ξ−1)ln(σ)+l n [ L(σ)]. (21)
Let {σ[i:N]}, with i =[ 1 ,...,N], being the order statistic of order i of the
volatility σ, with N the total number of observations, i.e. σ[1:N] ≤ σ[i:N] ≤
σ[N:N]. The value of [1 − F(σ[i:N])] can be estimated by the frequency of order
statistics larger than σ[i:N], which is by deﬁnition equal to (N −i+1)/N. Then,
by plotting on one axis {ln(σ[i:N])}, and on the other one {ln[(N − i +1 ) /N]},
for i =[ 1 ,...,N], the previous equation characterizes a straight line, with a slope
which is −ξ−1 (the opposite of the Tail-index). Coming back to the equation
(21), we then observe in this case that only two points are theoretically suﬃcient
to estimate the slope. Hence, the most natural estimator is the one proposed





ln(N − k +1 )− ln(1)
 
. (22)
The numberk of data points chosen has not to be too small, in order to
stay in the tail region, but not so high since it involves distortions due to few
observations. For example, DuMouchel (1983) proposes to consider k such as
8Classical examples of such functions are: K(.)=k with k a constant, K(.)=ln(.)o r
K(.)=ln[ln(.)].
14(N −k) ≤ .1×N and a discussion on this matter can be found in Embrechts et
al. (1997).
This method is thus a simple version to the OLS Log-log rank-size regression,
which takes into account all observations in order to estimate the slope of the
line. Moreover, in order to improve this last method, Gabaix and Ibragimov
(2009) recently propose to use a translation of -1/2 on the rank, which optimally






ln(N − k +1 /2) − ln(1/2)
 
. (23)
There are other ways to estimate this slope, by considering either another
couple of points or a larger set of points in the tail area (see Kearns and Pagan,
1997). Pickands (1975) deﬁnes an estimator by using Quantile Functions, and
their estimates, which applies to the GEV distribution and the GPD, that writes
(with the previous notations):
ˆ ξP






altogether with a method for choosing an optimal k.









The Hill (1975) estimator is shown to be more accurate than the Pickands
(1975) alternative, but is, however, only designed for the estimation of positive
extreme value indexes. A mathematical justiﬁcation of the Hill estimator lies in
the simple fact that the sample {ln(σ[N−i+1:N]/σ[N−k:N])}, with i =[ 1 ,...,k],
has a marginal density close to an Exponential density with parameter ξ−1.
A classical result states that the Maximum Likelihood estimator of ˆ ξ, for an
Exponential distribution, is the simple mean, which is in this case equal to
ˆ ξH
(k,N).
In practice, the Hill estimator ˆ ξH
(k,N) is plotted against some k and, if a
consistent stable region appears in the graph, then ξ will be estimated by the
value of ˆ ξH
(k,N) in this region.
Later, Dekkers et al. (1989) propose an extension to the Hill estimator,
called Moment Estimator, which takes into account its second moment such as
(with the previous notations):
ˆ ξD





















15This estimator is asymptotically normal under very general conditions given in
Dekkers et al. (1989), and can be applied to any value of the Tail-index of an
Extreme Value distribution.
Challenging the well-known inaccuracy of the Hill (1975) estimator, Beirlant
et al. (1996) proposed an extension of this estimator, valid for any value of the
Tail-index of an Extreme Value distribution. This extension reads (using the
previous notations):
ˆ ξGH
(k,N) = ˆ ξH










The ﬁrst term in the previous equation is the classical Hill (1975) estimator
with the deletion of the maximum of the series, and the second term is com-
puted on the classical Hill estimators themselves. As in the cases of Hill and
Pickand estimators, the value of the non-parametric Generalized Hill Tail-index
estimation will depend upon the nuisance parameter - the number of data points
k considered in the computation, but is shown to be more robust than simple
estimates (see Kearns and Pagan, 1997; Caers et al., 1998). Here also, the mea-
sure must be read on a graph, eyeballing some convergence to a certain value,
while keeping the number of observations relatively low, so as not to take points
from the center of the wings of the underlying distribution.
Finally, Huisman et al. (2001) have also developed a modiﬁed Hill estimator
in order to reduce its bias for small samples. Their estimator is obtained with
an OLS regression on k, the number of points in the tail, and can then be
applied only for positive Shape-parameters. As underlined by LeBaron (2009),
this estimator also appears to be accurate enough (in the sense of the Mean
Square Error) to get precise Tail-index estimates.
Hence, the previous Shape-parameter estimates can be divided into two
classes. The ﬁrst group concerns the estimators based only on Pareto-type tail
behavior, and can then only be applied for positive Shape-parameters: are here
concerned the de Haan and Resnick, Hill, and the Huisman et al. estimates. In
the second group, Pickands, Dekkers et al. and Beirlant et al. estimates are
valid, whatever the sign of the Tail-index, provided that an Extreme Value dis-
tribution assumption is satisﬁed. Furthermore, Dekkers et al. (1989) give some
suﬃcient and necessary conditions in order to explicitly link a Pareto-type tail
behavior to a speciﬁc Extreme Value Distribution.
3.2 Extreme Risk Values using the Block Maxima Method
for Generalized Extreme Value Density Estimation
According to the central result of Extreme Value Theory, the extrema of the
measures of the risk, if IID, should converge asymptotically to the Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution (Cf. Jenkinson, 1955). The GEV distri-
bution is characterized by three parameters: υ ∈ I R, the location parameter,
α ∈ I R∗
+, the scale parameter and ξ ∈ I R known as the Shape-parameter (the
16inverse of the Tail-index). This last parameter measures the rate of decrease of
the probability in the tails, such as the Jenkinson limiting non-degenerate dis-
tribution of an IID normalized minimum. Taking into account that our variable
of interest - the volatility - is non-negative, the Cumulative Density Function of
a GEV distribution of Log-volatility block maxima, denoted here σ for the sake
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] −∞ ;υ − ξα[i f ξ<0
I R if ξ =0
]υ − ξα;+∞[i f ξ>0,
with ξα = α/ξ.
Three basins of attraction can be distinguished according to the value of the
Shape-parameter ξ: positive, zero or negative. In the case of fat-tailed distrib-
utions (Gnedenko Limiting distribution of Fr´ echet for the Extremes and a lep-
tokurtic distribution for the underlying Log-Volatilities), the Shape-parameter
will be signiﬁcantly positive, whereas the Gaussian underlying distribution yields
a null Shape-parameter (corresponding to the Gumbel distribution for the Ex-
tremes and the Normal for Log-volatilities). The third case, where the Shape-
parameter is negative, corresponds to the Weibull-kind of distributions for Ex-
tremes.
The Extreme Value Theory in its original deﬁnition deals with independent
observations, whereas the persistence of variance is a well known phenomenon
in ﬁnance, meaning the extremes will occur in clusters. Nevertheless, providing
that the dependence is “weak”, the previous results hold in the sense that the
resulting distribution is also a GEV density, intensiﬁed by a power real - called
the Extremal Index, denoted θ, with θ = [0;1], deﬁned as such:
H(σ)=[ H(σ∗)]
θ , (29)
where ξ is the Shape-parameter, σ the non-IID variable with clusters and σ∗
an associated IID variable whose GEV limiting distribution shares the same
Tail-index (see Embrechts et al., 1997 and Jondeau and Rockinger, 2003, for
more details on the Extremal Index).
This means that the asymptotic distribution of (normalized) Maxima for
the non-IID series is in fact a GEV distribution with parameters we would have
had if the series were IID, but raised to the power θ. It can be understood as
the extremes over sub-samples of size n (for n = 5, 20 or 60 in our case) for
the non-IID series have the same behavior that the extremes over sub-samples
of size nθ for the related IID series. In particular, this means that the value
θ = 1 corresponds to independence or weak dependence cases. Using the Block
Maxima Method (Cf. Embrechts et al., 1997), the Extremal Index θ, interpreted
17as the reciprocal of the mean cluster size, can be estimated asymptotically using
the following expression (Hsing et al., 1988, and Hsing, 1991):
ˆ θ = n−1ln(1 − Kα/m)[ln(1 − Nα/mn)]
−1 , (30)
where Nα is the number of volatility exceeding some threshold α, Kα is the
number of blocks in which this threshold is exceeded, and m and n are, re-
spectively, the arbitrary number of blocks and related length of these blocks9.
Compared to the results by Jondeau and Rockinger (2003) who report mean
values of Extremal Indexes ranging from .71 to .93 for the twenty main world
stock market indice return series using this technique, we ﬁnd in our sample of
Log-volatilities a mean value for the Extremal Index of .72 (ranging from .59
to .87 for all volatility estimators) for a probability threshold ﬁxed at 99.00%
and for considered weekly blocks (see Figure 1-d below) obtained on 10,000
extracted sub-samples of 500 daily volatilities; this indicates a rather strong
clustering phenomenon10 and, thus, an overall potential important impact on
Tail-index estimates of the non-IDD characteristic of the underlying volatility
series.
However, pure GEV distributions for IID and non-IID series theoretically
share the same Tail-index, because rising to a power the GEV distribution only
aﬀects its scale and location parameters (see Bystr¨ om, 2004). Since focusing
on the extreme tail of the unconditional large volatilities, we should a priori
not be worrying too much about the non-IID characteristics of such a ﬁnan-
cial feature, provided that the mis-speciﬁcation risk is controlled. However,
some empirical experiments are yet to conclude to the possible impact on the
non-respect of the IID hypothesis (Kearns and Pagan, 1997; Malevergne et al.,
2006). Indeed, when the GEV density does not perfectly ﬁt the data and in a
context of parameter uncertainty, the non-respect of the IID hypothesis imposes
to take some precautions when interpreting results, due to some potential mis-
speciﬁcation errors. The asymptotic derivation of the Extremal Index suggests
that we should attempt to keep in applications both the number of blocks (m)
and the length of these blocks (n) large, for a reasonable number of maxima
(see McNeil, 1998). Still, Coles (2001) suggests that the Block-Maxima method
- considering sub-samples longer than the potential serial dependency for esti-
mating GEV densities - should reduce the impact on the parameter uncertainty.
However, Malevergne et al. (2006) show, based on extended simulations, that
two opposite eﬀects are competing when studying the extrema. On the one hand,
as mentioned above, the dependence structure of a variable creates a downward
bias with respect to the IID case (mainly because the clustering of volatilities
prevents, in small samples, the full exploration of the “true” extreme of the
tail). On the other hand, the lack of convergence of the distribution towards
the GEV asymptotic distribution results in an upward bias; the latter eﬀect is
9See also Robert et al. (2009) who have recently proposed a new estimation method of the
Extremal Index, based on sliding blocks, instead of ﬁxed disjoint blocks.
10which also decreases when the block maxima window is enlarged (mean indexes equal to
.49 and .37 for monthly and quarterly lenghts) and when the threshold is lower (mean indexes
are equal to .61 and .54 for thresholds ﬁxed at 95.00% and 90.00%).
18strengthened by the existence of a time-dependence, reducing the “eﬀective”
size of the sample. Using the Block Maxima method, partly destroying the
dependence structure but hiding some extrema, allows us to focus more on the
extremes and should thus limit the impact of the non-IID eﬀect on estimations.
As a result of the previous discussion, we run several robustness checks in
the following empirical applications (see Section 4 below), in order to make
sure that our results are not only driven by a mis-speciﬁed conditional Extreme
Value distribution. We ﬁrst vary the maxima lengths (weekly, monthly and
quarterly) and, secondly, test in each case (as recommended by Gonzalo and
Olmo, 2004), whether the GEV density results in a signiﬁcant Kolomogorov-
Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit statistic. We thirdly conduct the same estimation
exercise on data-sampled artiﬁcial return series (see below). We also repeated
the exercise of estimation of Tail-indexes of volatility densities using the PoT
method for ﬁtting a GPD, since shown to be more robust, as advised by Coles
(2001), Malevergne et al. (2006), Diebolt et al. (2008), and Ding et al. (2008),
and as presented hereafter.
3.3 Extreme Risk Values using the Parametric Peaks-over-
Threshold Method for Generalized Pareto Distribu-
tion Estimation
To obtain a measure of the rate of decrease of the distribution function in its
tail, an alternative method to the Block Maxima Method is to use not a sample
of the Maxima, but all Peaks-over-Threshold (PoT Method), that are values
of the random variable that exceed a certain cut-oﬀ point. In that case, the
asymptotic distribution is a Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) which has
been developed by Balkema and de Haan (1974), and Pickands (1975). Diebolt
et al. (2008) note that this distribution is statistically more accurate compared
to the GEV distribution when all observations of a sample are available. The
GPD is characterized by three parameters: υ ∈ I R, the location parameter, α ∈
I R∗
+, the scale parameter and ξ ∈ I R known as the Shape-parameter. Taking into
account that the volatility is non-negative, the Cumulative Density Function of
a GPD of the Log-volatility exceedances, also denoted here σ for the sake of
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for every σ ∈D 2, deﬁned by:
D2 =
 
]υ;υ − ξα[i f ξ<0
]υ;+∞[i f ξ ≥ 0,
with ξα = α/ξ.
This distribution is a generalization in the sense that it subsumes certain
other distributions under a common parametric form. Most of the common
19continuous distributions of statistics belong to this general class of distribu-
tions. If ξ>0, then it corresponds to heavy-tailed distributions, such as the
Student for example, and the GPD is a reparametrized version of the ordinary
Pareto (type I) Distribution, whilst the case where ξ = 0 corresponds to the
Exponential Distribution alike the Gaussian or the Lognormal whose tails decay
exponentially. The situation where ξ<0 is linked to short-tailed distributions
with a ﬁnite endpoint, such as the Uniform (for ξ = −1) or Beta, known as the
Pareto type II Distribution family. von Mises (1936) gives necessary and suﬃ-
cient conditions for a distribution to belong to the domain of attraction (deﬁned
by the Fisher-Tippett theorem, 1928) of one of the three extreme value distrib-
utions, which entails an immediate relation between the GEV distribution and
the GPD. One then ascertains that the Normal distribution and all monotone
transformations of the Normal distribution belong to the Gumbel domain of
attraction, that the Pareto, Cauchy and Student laws belong to the Fr´ echet
domain of attraction11, and that the Beta and Uniform distributions are in the
Weibull’s.
An important issue when implementing the PoT method is the cut-oﬀ to be
chosen. If we are interested in the 5% quantile, in a VaR context for example,
then the chosen threshold must be low enough to be able to estimate the in-
teresting quantile, but not too far since otherwise occurrences truly belonging
to the center of the distribution might contaminate the estimation of extremes.
Indeed, the choice of the optimal threshold is a delicate issue since we are facing
a bias-variance trade-oﬀ. Theory tells us that the threshold to be chosen should
be high enough, but the higher the threshold, the less observations are left for
the estimation and a small sample problem with slow convergence of the tail
appears. The issue of determining the fraction of data belonging to the tail has
been treated by several authors (see Hall, 1990; Danielsson and de Vries,1997
and 2000; Draisma et al., 1999; Danielsson et al., 2001; Gomes and Oliveira,
2001; Caeiro and Gomes, 2008; among others). However, they do not provide
a deﬁnitive answer to the question of which method should be used. But we
know that if we choose a too low threshold, we might recover biased estimates
because the limit theorems for the GPD do not apply anymore, whilst selecting
high thresholds generate estimates with high standard errors due to the lim-
ited number of observations. Preferring high thresholds may however limit the
potential impact of non-IID variable on the mis-speciﬁcation of the selected Ex-
treme Value density, deleting some high volatilities (just below the threshold)
from the studied sample, but may as well just intensify the problem since the
persistence is also stronger for large deviations. At minimum, heteroskedastic-
ity and volatility persistence may in our case, as in the case of the BM method
with a GEV density, cause some perturbations in the estimations, even if showed
more limited in the case of a GPD ﬁt as highlighted by Malevergne et al. (2006).
To make more certain that our results in the following applications are not
driven by a mis-speciﬁed conditional Extreme Value distribution (see Section 4
11For example, the Student-t can be related to a Fr´ echet distribution with a Shape-
parameter equal to its degree of freedom.
20below), we once again run several robustness checks. We ﬁrst vary the ad hoc
peak thresholds (2.5%, 5% and 10%) and, secondly (following the argument by
Gonzalo and Olmo, 2004), we test in each case whether the GPD provides a
signiﬁcant Kolomogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit statistic.12 We thirdly rely
on some extra data-sampled artiﬁcial returns (bootstrap and surrogate series)
for estimating the GPD under various sample transformation hypotheses (see
below).
3.4 Complementary Methods for Parametric Tail-index
Estimations based on various Versions of L-moments
and the Small Sample Issue
There have been a number of estimation methods proposed in the literature
for recovering the relevant parameters of GEV densities and GPD. As a more
eﬃcient alternative to the non-parametric method presented above, the most
common practice is to use a direct numerical Maximization of the Log-likelihood
of the speciﬁed density function. Nevertheless, the Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) by Hansen (1982), that encompasses the Maximum Log-
likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach as a special case, overcomes many of
the problems identiﬁed with the classical method when analyzing large data
sets. However, the small sample issue is critical when using these methods (see
Delicado and Goria, 2008). Hosking and Wallis (1987) report that the MLE
method applied to the GPD is not reliable unless the sample size is larger than
500. They also propose to restrict the values of ξ to the range ] − .5;.5[ when
estimated via MLE. del Castillo and Daoudi (2009) explain in details the anom-
alous behavior of the Likelihood surface of a GPD and explicit the problem
of potential mis-speciﬁcation for small samples. Facing this issue, Chaouche
and Bacro (2006) propose a modiﬁcation of the Likelihood equation in order to
avoid convergence failure. Furthermore, MLE may end with erratic nonsensical
solutions when the Shape-parameter of a GEV is close to −1/2 (Diebolt et al.,
2008). The Probability-weighted Moments (PwM) method by Greenwood et
al. (1979) is in its turn regarded as the best method for parameter estimation
with small samples (Hosking et al., 1985), which is, by deﬁnition, the case when
studying the extreme events. Diebolt et al. (2008) recommend relying on the
Generalized PwM to estimate a GEV density, in particular for large values of
the Shape-parameter. Haktanir (1997) proposes in the estimation of the PwM
to use the distribution to estimate, in order to compute the non-exceedance
probability. This method, called the Self-determined Probability-weighted Mo-
ment method (Sd-PwM in short), provides more realistic and more accurate
PwM (or Linear Self-determined Moments, LSd-moments hereafter), in relation
to the underlying supposed distribution. This last method allows us to detect
if a distribution is appropriate for describing the behavior of the sample, and
12We also followed the declustering procedure proposed by Coles (2001), only selecting few
extrema in each cluster (Block Maxima on Peaks-over-Threshold). These results (not reported
herein for space reason) remain once again similar regarding the sign of recovered Tail-indexes
in Section 4 below.
21also takes the outliers better into account. Nevertheless, the estimation of the
distribution parameters involves in this case more complex equations which can
only be solved by numerical algorithms (see for example Whalen et al., 2002
and 2004, for a discussion).
Concerning now the estimation of the GPD parameters, Hosking and Wallis
(1987) and del Castillo and Hadi (1997) make some recommendations about the
estimation method to adopt. When the Shape-parameter is supposed to be in
the range ] − .50,.50[, and the sample size is larger then 500, then the MLE
method should be preferred. For small and moderate samples, del Castillo and
Hadi (1997) propose a two-step method, called the Elemental Percentile Method
(EPM), also inspired by the PwM and the Sd-PwM methods, which seems to
perform better for small (inferior to −.40) and large values (superior to .40) of
ξ. Another answer is given by Vandewalle et al. (2007) concerning the positive
tail estimation of a GPD by using the properties of the slowly-varying function
that deﬁnes Pareto-type distributions. The proposed estimator is based on a
robust integrated squared error applied to a mixture model.
In an equivalent manner to the PwM, one can also use the L-moments
method for estimating the Tail-index. Deﬁned by Hosking (1986 and 1990)
under this name after the seminal work by Sillito (1951 and 1969), the method
is based on linear combinations of order statistics. Formally, the population



















Other authors have proposed reﬁnement to the L-moment method, by delet-
ing some extreme points, which leads to methods less subject to outliers and
then to biases in estimation. For censored samples, Wang (1990) then intro-
duced the method of Partial Probability-weighted Moments (P-PwM), as an
extension of the PwM. In the same manner, Bhattarai (2004) has proposed the
Partial L-moments, derived from the L-moments. Moreover, the P-PwM has
been generalized by Al-Khodary et al. (2008) with the method of Double Cen-
soring Partial Probability-weighted Moments (DCP-PwM). With the same goal,
Wang (1997) also suggest a modiﬁed version of L-moments called LH-moments,
which (also) are linear functions of the expectations of the highest order statis-
tics (see Hewa et al., 2007, for a practical application to a GEV distribution).
Indeed, the L-moments are relatively robust against outliers. However, for the
purposes of estimating extreme events (e.g. rainfalls or ﬂoods, as in Lee and
22Maeng, 2003), this also might be considered as a weakness rather than an advan-
tage. When one wants to put more emphasis on extreme events, an LH-moment
approach allows us to give more weight to the largest ones13 as described below.
Formally, the LH-moment of order r ∈ I N∗ depends upon one parameter
m ∈ I N and is computed from a conceptual random sample of size r+m as such









where m denotes the number of lower observations that will be omitted in the
computation.
We can also quote a symmetric version of the LH-moments, given by the
LL-moments of order r ∈ I N∗ which have been proposed by Bayazit and ¨ On¨ oz









This deﬁnition gives more weight to the smaller observations, in order to
better ﬁt the lower tail.
Finally, some authors recently pushed further the two last approaches for
being even less sensitive to outliers and proposed the Trimmed L-moments (TL-
moments in short), ﬁrst published by Elamir and Seheult (2003). Basically, the
idea is also to focus on a part only of the extreme sequence but with another
rationale: some extremes should be considered as too extreme, and others as out
of the scope of studies of extremes. The general TL-moment of order r ∈ I N∗ is
deﬁned by two parameters, s and t, and by a conceptual random sample of size









In this case, the s lowest and the t largest observations are just not consid-
ered. The computation of the TL-moment estimator allows us to assign zero
13However, one notes here that deleting some (false contamining) extrema from the sample
under studies in the LH-computation is an idea close to the one aiming to restrict the sample
in terms of quantiles of the variable in the (simple) L-moment computation - see below the
discussion about the part of extrema - the block maxima length or the threshold for peak
selection - to consider when ﬁtting an Extreme Value distribution.
14Elamir and Seheult (2003) explicitly present the four ﬁrst TL(1,1)-moments for a Normal
distribution with parameters (µ,σ): λ
(1,1)
1 = µ, λ
(1,1)
2 = .297σ, λ
(1,1)
3 =0a n dλ
(1,1)
4 = .018σ;
for a Logistic distribution with parameters (µ,σ): λ
(1,1)
1 = µ, λ
(1,1)
2 = .5σ, λ
(1,1)
3 =0a n d
λ
(1,1)
4 = .041σ; for a Cauchy distribution with parameters (µ,σ): λ
(1,1)





3 =0a n dλ
(1,1)





2 = α/4, λ
(1,1)
3 =2 /9a n dλ
(1,1)
4 = α/48.
23weights to some extreme (smallest and highest) observations within the sample.
The resulting Trimmed L-moment has the same ease of computation as the L-
moment, but will be less aﬀected by one-shot events, such as an abnormal day
in the history of market volatilities15. Moreover, TL-moments exist whatever
the distribution, and then present a wider range of uses, as for example the mea-
sure of symmetry (e.g. Thomas, 2009). We can underline that the TL-moments
approach is a more general framework which encompasses the L-moments, the
LL-moments and the LH-moments. Indeed, every L-moment λr can be seen as
a TL-moment λ
(0,0)






r ,f o r
some (r,s,t) ∈
 
I N∗ × I N2 
.
The application of TL-moments for a practical estimation of extreme distri-
butions requires ﬁrst computing the analytical link between their values and the
characteristic parameters of the densities, which means choosing the number of
observations to be trimmed from the sample. Since we are interested in specify-
ing distributions with only one inﬁnite tail, we also present computations with
the removal of only the highest value from each sample, as in Hosking (2007).
In ﬁnance and more speciﬁcally in the case of volatility outliers, it is unclear
whether it is desirable to actually neutralize the most extreme observations since
the nature of an outlier is diﬃcult to perceive. On the one hand, they might
be thought to represent one-of-a-kind events, that will not happen again in the
stock’s (or indice’s) life, and we should then trim them to avoid misleading the
estimation of the true underlying (future) density. On the other hand, these
types of contingencies have to be provided for a risk assessment and should thus
be included – and even emphasized - in computations, whatever their likelihood.
The latter argument should lead to the use of L-moments, whilst the former
advocates for TL-moments.
Finally, we can also quote another use of TL-moments proposed recently
by Darolles et al. (2009). They introduce a new fund performance measure,
which is a ratio between modiﬁed versions of TL-moments of order 1 and 2, for
diﬀerent shrinkage values. They deﬁne Trimmed L-moments from a conceptual
sample of odd size, with a symmetry property with respect to the center of
the conceptual center. The version of their modiﬁed Sharpe ratio, adapted to
the TL-moments, is thus supposed to be robust to outliers. More precisely, a
battery of (k,n)-trimmed L-performances can be deﬁned, for every n ∈ I N and
0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, such as:
Lk,n = ˜ λ1,0,n/˜ λ2,k,n
= E(X[n+1:2n+1])/[E(X[2n−k+1:2n+1]
−X[k+1:2n+1])]. (36)
We observe that, for every 0 <u<1, when k → +∞, n → +∞ and k/(2n +
15As explained in Darolles et al. (2009), when considering sample Trimmed L-moments, it
is preferable to choose values for s and t much smaller than the size of the population in order
to better capture extreme behaviors.





[QX(1 − u) − QX(u)]
, (37)
where QX(.) is the Quantile Function of the random variable X.
The denominator of this adapted Sharpe ratio in a L-moment framework is
thus a measure of the dispersion of the returns, which can be computed using
several quantiles, corresponding to various levels of Value-at-Risk.
Another route for mitigating the eﬀect of potential outliers is proposed by
Mudholkar and Hutson (1998), who reﬁne the L-moment also by relying on
the Quantile Function of order statistics, replacing the mean by the so-called
“quick estimate” of the location parameter of the order statistics. Thus, the LQ-







where p.,. are the Legendre polynomials coeﬃcients, and τ(X[r−k:r]) is a “quick”
estimate of the location parameter of the order statistics.
As for TL-moments, LQ-moments always exist since they do not require any
moment condition for their existence. As an example, Mudholkar and Hutson
(1998) propose location estimators based on one point (the median) and three
points (the trimean and Gastwirth) for practical applications of the ﬁrst three
LQ-moments. When using the median of the order statistics, as estimated with






with QX(.) the Quantile Function and BX[r−k:r](.) the Inverse Beta Function.
Shabri and Jemain (2007) also show, with location estimators based on ﬁve
points, the superiority of the LQ-moment method over the L-moment one.
Concerning now the estimations, the characteristic parameters of a GEV dis-
tribution can analytically be retrieved from the expressions of the Conventional-
moments (Sankarasubramanian and Srinivasan, 1999), the L-moments (Hosk-
ing, 1990), the LH-moments (Wang, 1997), the LL-moments (Bayazit and ¨ On¨ oz,
2002), the TL-moments and the LQ-moments (Mudholkar and Hutson, 1998).
More precisely, the Shape-parameter will be deduced from the skewness co-
eﬃcient values (see the Appendix for details). We present in Table 1-a the
expressions of the various L-moments depending upon the Shape-parameter of
the corresponding matching GEV density, while proofs are left in the Appendix.
- Please, insert Table 1-a somewhere here -
Finally, when it comes to the estimation of population moments, another
variation of the Probability-weighted Moments by Greenwood et al. (1979) can
be found in Haktanir (1997). He proposes a method called Self-determined
25Probability-weighted Moments (Sd-PwM) as an extension and an improvement
of the original PwM method for parameter estimation. The underlying idea is
here to enhance the accuracy (or to highlight the inadequacy) of the PwM by
more fully utilizing the mathematical properties of the underlying probability
distribution. Indeed, the PwM estimators are obtained only by using the sample
order statistics through the non-exceedance probabilities, whatever the distribu-
tion to estimate. Thus the parameters of the studied distribution are deﬁned as
the values that make the PwM estimators equal to the theoretical PwM of the
given distribution. On the contrary, the method of Sd-PwM assumes that the
non-exceedance probabilities of the observations can be computed with the Cu-
mulative Distribution Function of the assumed distribution. Then, the Sd-PwM
are taking into account the supposed distribution. But we can underline that,
compared to the previous methods, it is more demanding in terms of mathemat-
ical solving. Indeed, ﬁnding the parameters of the studied distributions require
the simultaneous solving of two non-linear equations (see Tables 1-b and 2-b,
and the Appendix for details for the GEV density and the GPD estimations
with Linear Self-determined Moments).
- Please, insert Table 1-b somewhere here -
del Castillo and Hadi (1997) also present a similar method to the Sd-PwM
one. They propose ﬁrst to recover quick estimates of the parameters of the
distribution and then to use them to deﬁne more precisely the PwM estimators.
We will use it hereafter as a complement for all other methods, using ﬁrst the ML
parameter estimates as initial starting values in the search for global solutions.
As in the case of the GEV density, the GPD can also be estimated by
matching the moments. An estimation of the estimated Shape-parameter of the
GPD (denoted ˆ ξ) can be retrieved from the C-moments (Hosking and Wallis,
1987), the L-moments (Hosking, 1990; Abdul-Moniem and Selim, 2009), the LH-
moments, the LL-moments (Hosking, 2007), the TL-moments (e.g. Elamir and
Seheult, 2003; Abdul-Moniem and Selim, 2009), and the LQ-moments (Mud-
holkar and Hutson, 1998). We present in Table 2-a the expressions of the various
L-moments depending upon the Shape-parameter of the corresponding match-
ing GPD, with proofs are reported in the Appendix.
- Please, insert Table 2-a somewhere here -
The Sd-PwM method application for a GPD leads to the following result
reported in Table 2-b.
- Please, insert Table 2-b somewhere here -
4 Extreme Volatility Evidence on the CAC40
Index
In the next sub-section, we present the estimation of the main measures of
volatilities presented above. We use a sample of CAC40 30” quotes, resampled
26at a 30’ frequency, from the period 01-1997/05-2009 (1,350,000 original high
frequency quotes, leading to 22,500 resampled 30’ prices, providing 2,500 or so
daily volatilities, and from 60 to 250 extrema in the following - depending on
the selected quantile). This choice of sampling frequency was guided here by
the trade-oﬀ between accuracy, theoretically optimized with the highest possible
frequency, and the microstructure noise (e.g., Crack and Ledoit, 1996, Oomen,
2005, and Bandi and Russel, 2006) that is present for very high frequency data16.
The following sub-section is dedicated to the presentation of the main volatility
measure characteristics, whilst the next one presents some results regarding the
distributional properties of the extreme of volatility estimates.
4.1 Time-structure, Correlation and Distribution of Volatil-
ity Estimates
The set of Figures 1 represents the time-series, Probability-to-Probability Plots,
Extreme Value densities and Extremal Indexes, of the various daily estimates
considered - namely Realized Volatility, Bi-power Variation, Realized Jump
Component, Simple Volatility, EMA Volatility, Parkinson (1980), Garman and
Klass (1980), Rogers and Satchell (1991), Kunitomo (1992), Yang and Zhang
(2000) Extreme Value Volatility estimators - of daily volatilities. The set of
ﬁgures presented concerned the square root of variance estimates, annualized
by multiplying it by the square root of the number of trading days per annum,
divided by the number of days in its volatility interval (see Hull and White,
1987).
- Please, insert Figures 1 somewhere here -
The peaks of the variance estimates are approximately synchronous, but
the general behavior of the series diﬀers, both in the range of variances and
persistence phenomenon (see section 3). The Close-to-Close Volatility appears
extremely irregular and very noisy, whereas the Realized Volatility is smoother
and displays the phenomenon of persistence of variance far more clearly. In
other words, the sample standard deviation underestimates the “true ”volatility
(even in the absence of noise) as noted for example by Cho and Frees (1988).
As already mentioned by Bali and Weinbaum (2005), we see that the Parkinson
(1980) estimator is closer in behavior to the Realized Volatility, whereas the ad-
ditional terms in the various advanced Extreme Value estimators actually seem
to make the estimator less regular and in particular produces more very-low
volatilities, not unlike the basic Close-to-Close squared return. As crucially em-
phasized by Alizadeh et al. (2002), range-based estimators have many attractive
16However, ﬁrst preliminary tests were based on direct 30” quotes, then ran another time on
a 5’ aggregation scheme, whilst Maillet et al. (2010) used a 20’ sampling rate, with no resulting
change in the overall qualitative following results. Additional measures - not reported here for
space reason but available on demand - have been also computed for 60’ and 120’ sampling
rates, and lead once again to the same conclusion.
27properties over either low frequency estimators or even, for some authors, high-
frequency based volatility estimators (A¨ ıt-Sahalia et al., 2005; Martens and van
Dijk, 2007).
Table 3 presents the main descriptive statistics of the empirical (Log-)volatilities.
The asymmetry coeﬃcient is mostly positive (with the exception of Roger-
Satchell and Simple Volatilities, both exhibiting many very small values); the
mass of probability in the right side of the distribution appear slightly larger
than on the left side. The kurtosis diﬀers across measures, with once again
the Simple Volatility and Rogers-Satchell one appearing heavy-tailed due to the
existence of many observations close or equal to zero (a consequence of using
these estimators on a daily basis). However, the global statement obtained with
the various Probability-to-Probability Plots show some adequacy with the Log-
Normal (except for the Rogers-Satchell and Simple Volatility which appear to
be very diﬀerent). For very large volatilities, the zoom on extremes seems to
conﬁrm that the empirical estimates of the tails are below the Normal ones.
The Extremal Index estimations indicate however the presence of an important
clustering eﬀect.
- Please, insert Table 3 somewhere here -
Overall, as already seen in Figure 1-a, estimators using intra-day data are
less volatile (more accurate) than the classical estimator.
Many articles have been dedicated to distribution of ﬁnancial returns (see
for instance McDonald, 1994), but comparatively few on the distribution of
empirical volatilities (see, for instance, Andersen et al., 2001-a and 2001-b or
Thomakos and Wang, 2003). It is now generally admitted since the seminal
papers by Cizeau et al. (1997), Liu et al. (1999) and Andersen et al. (2001-a and
2001-b) that the Log-volatility is approximately Gaussian for a daily integrated-
horizon. This hypothesis is nevertheless challenged both for ultra-high and low
frequencies. On the one hand, the unconditional ultra high-frequency return
density being leptokurtic, due to the presence of fat tails but also to a peak
around zero-return (no-event) in calendar-time; the density of the volatility at
these frequencies should be then degenerated with a high level of probability
around zero (zero-return, zero-volatility). On the other hand, unconditional
low frequency return density is by contrast approximately almost Gaussian,
and the density of the volatility at a low frequency should then be close to a
Chi-squared one. As underlined by Forsberg and Bollerslev (2002), this time-
aggregation eﬀect should be a characteristic feature of volatility modelling. An
unrelated problem is the amplitude of some extreme events, speciﬁcally the
1929 and 1987 crises which defy most attempts to assign a probability to such
huge variations. Miccich` e et al. (2002) show that the right tail of a log-normal
density underestimates the probability of the most extreme realizations of the
volatility, which are clearly “outliers” for Johansen and Sornette (2001). For
Forsberg and Bollerslev (2002), the Normal Inverse Gaussian is a reasonable
distribution for the variance (see Barndorﬀ-Nielsen, 1997) - accounting for main
induced scale-relation parameters - in the Mixing Distribution Hypothesis of
28Clark (1973). Bontemps and Meddahi (2005) recently conﬁrm this ﬁnding quite
intensively.
In our sample, Figure 1-b, as well as the Kolomogorov-Smirnov tests we ran
(see Table 3), seem to indicate that the diﬀerences between empirical kernel esti-
mates and estimated parametric Log-normality are not huge (except for both the
Rogers-Satchell estimate series and the Simple Volatility ones, as indicated by
the higher-order moments of these series). However, complementary Goodness-
of-Fit tests (not all presented here for space reasons) show that Log-normality
should be strictly rejected at traditional conﬁdence levels for most of the Log-
volatility estimate series (except for Parkinson, Garman-Klass and Yang-Zhang
estimations for which we cannot reject the Gaussian hypothesis), since the large
number of considered datapoints in our application and the related accumula-
tion of small diﬀerences (especially in the tails) cannot be neglected. Neither
the Simple Log-volatility nor the Realized Jump Component appear, indeed,
to be Normal. This is observable in Figures 1-b and 1-c, which represent the
Probability-to-Probability Plot as well as a focus on the extreme volatilities for
Gaussian and Log-normal estimations. Similar tests, made not on the volatil-
ities themselves but on the devolatilized Log-volatility series (i.e. the daily
Log-volatility divided by its rolling standard deviation or AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
log-residuals) would also lead to a rejection of the Gaussian paradigm for all
measures. This conﬁrms our instinctive belief of facing an almost approxima-
tive normal but not truly Gaussian phenomenon. Regarding now redundancies
and common information in the various estimations, the following Table 4 cor-
responds to the correlation matrices of risk log-estimations.
- Please, insert Table 4 somewhere here -
The Parkinson Volatility is very close to the Realized Volatility and thus can
be used as a proxy when all the data is not available intra-daily. Another intra-
day measure (namely Garman-Klass) is also highly correlated with these two,
in contrast with Rogers-Satchell and Yang-Zhang estimators. Lastly the Close-
to-Close squared return evolution is relatively poorly correlated with all other
measures, even when smoothed with an EMA. These results are conﬁrmed by
the analysis of the relative rankings of the observed market sessions according
to their volatility (Spearman correlation between measures). The main com-
ponent of the Realized Volatility appears to be the Bi-power Variation with
the Jump Component being overall with a weaker correlation. The empirical
Jump Component appears correlated with the Bi-power Variation, making here,
surprisingly, the raw decomposition somehow redundant (see Corsi et al., 2009).
4.2 Extreme Volatilities and Tail-index Estimates
The Goodness-of-Fit tests presented in the previous section use the information
content in the whole range of observations. A rejection can thus be caused by
diﬀerences in the left hand tail of the data or in the mode and, likewise, small
local diﬀerences in the curve can be diluted in the whole sample. However,
29a diagnosis of market volatility is relevant in turbulent periods and a certain
inaccuracy in the low-risk periods can be tolerated, provided the estimator per-
forms best otherwise, i.e. when risks are important. The aim of the following
sub-section is to more focus on extreme events and high watermarks of market
risks.
4.2.1 A Non-parametric Shape-parameter Estimation
Focusing now on the right part of the density of the volatilities where the ex-
treme lie, we start by computing the Generalized Hill Shape-parameter esti-
mates against the number of observations taken in the calculus as represented
in Figure 2.
- Please, insert Figure 2 somewhere here -
This ﬁrst eye-ball analysis of the Shape-parameters (or inverse of Tail-indexes)
corresponding to the various volatility indicators indicates that all they appear
to converge and stabilize to a negative value (between -.05 and -.35) as soon as
the estimation includes at least the 5% upper volatilities17. However, though
these non-parametric techniques are widely used, they may remain inaccurate,
relying ultimately on a somewhat subjective graphic analysis for making the dis-
tinction between the diﬀerent types of Extreme Value distributions. It is thus
advised to complement these non-parametric estimates with standard paramet-
ric estimates from the ﬁt of asymptotic Extreme Value distributions.
4.2.2 Parametric GEV Density and GPD Tail-index Estimations
We then turn to parametric estimation, ﬁrst ﬁtting a GEV density and, secondly,
a GPD on the data.
As a ﬁrst parametric check, we estimate a GEV density of daily volatility
maxima, considering three arbitrary block lengths (weekly, monthly and quar-
terly). This density provides in general a good approximation for the distrib-
ution of the maxima, as signalled by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit
tests based on the Maximum Likelihood estimated distributions. The test never
rejects the hypothesis that the GEV distribution ﬁts the data with the lowest
P-value being .05 for the weekly maxima of the Realized Volatility. We also
check that the same result is obtained for other frequencies, namely for monthly
and quarterly windows.
As for the second parametric check, we ﬁt a GPD and choose to follow Neft¸ ci
(2000) and Bekiros and Georgoutsos (2005) for ﬁxing a ﬁrst cut-oﬀ value at a
somewhat arbitrary reasonable level for our purpose. We consider the upper
decile of distributions for generating the exceedance data, meaning that it is
the value under which 90 % of the sample of volatilities lies. However, for the
sake of conﬁrmation, we also estimate the GPD Tail-indexes for the various
17We have also reproduced the same analysis with the Pickands estimator, leading to the
very same general conclusion.
30measures using both supplementary thresholds ﬁxed at 5% and 2.5%, with no
resulting change in the qualitative results. In order to conﬁrm if extremes are
really extremes (see Gonzalo and Olmo, 2004), we also checked for all cut-
oﬀs, all volatility estimators and all methods of estimations whether the GPDs
still provide good approximations for the distributions of the maxima, applying
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit test on the resulting daily volatility
Maximum Likelihood estimated distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
never rejects the hypothesis that the GPD ﬁts the data, with the lowest P-value
being .11 for the 2.5%-threshold peaks of the Yang-Zhang daily volatility series.
Once the Shape-parameter is estimated through the ML method, we can
also provide 90% conﬁdence intervals (5%-95%) for the two extreme distribu-
tions considered, computed with Log-likelihood functions as in Gilli and K¨ ellezi
(2006). For the GEV distribution of the highest Log-volatilities ﬁrst, the Log-





where the GEV density is:
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with ξα = α/ξ and ξ ∈ IR∗.
The maximization of the Log-likelihood function L(.) gives the parameters
(ˆ ξ,ˆ α,ˆ υ). Since we are only interested in the conﬁdence interval for ξ, one needs





Computing the following set:






(.1;1) is the 10% level quantile of the Chi-squared distribution with one
degree of freedom, leads to the deﬁnition of a 90% conﬁdence interval for ˆ ξ using
the set Ξ, such as:
[m;m] = [min (Ξ); max (Ξ)]. (43)
The same method is secondly applied for the GPD of the Log-volatilities
exceedances. In this case, the density function is given by (with the previous
notations):
f(σt| ξ,α,υ)=α−1[1 + ξ−1
α (σt − υ)]−(1+1/ξ). (44)
By considering again the same set Ξ for the Log-likelihood function asso-
ciated to this density function, we also obtain the conﬁdence interval for the
Shape-parameter ξ in the case of a GPD.
314.2.3 Complementary Artiﬁcial Samples based on Bootstrap and
Surrogate Data Techniques
In order to strengthen our conclusions further, we also generate artiﬁcial series
based on the properties of the real market data, using ﬁrst a simple bootstrap
method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) and, secondly, a constrained randomiza-
tion surrogate data technique (Schreiber, 1998), applied to the series of high-
frequency returns.
For generating the conventional bootstrapped series, we draw with replace-
ment simple returns18, then compute the related volatility series. The maxima
and peaks are thus close to being zero-correlated by construction; we can then
ﬁt with no drawback a GEV density and a GPD on these series, and draw the
empirical distribution of Shape-parameters. However, the bootstrap procedure
used here is not without criticism, mainly because ﬁrst the nuisance parameters
are far from having no impact on the estimation results, and, secondly, because
the volatility series themselves do not respect the IID hypothesis. For instance,
in the case of autocorrelations, regime shifts or long memory processes, the BM
method for the GEV density estimation may lead to a poor and inaccurate esti-
mation of the true Shape-parameter; similarly, the same eﬀect may exist for the
PoT method for the GPD if there is a mis-speciﬁcation in the relation. More
speciﬁcally in our context, the volatilities do not conform to the hypotheses
required for using the Extreme Value estimators and the related bootstrapping
procedure: it is a well known fact that the volatilities of ﬁnancial assets exhibit
a peculiar type of persistence, i.e. short term inertia, potential long memory
and/or regime shifts. The extrema tends to occur in clusters and the maximum
of daily volatilities over one week might actually hide other volatilities belong-
ing to the tail of the distribution. The same market event might also produce
several consecutive periods of high peaks, thus biasing the measure. Moreover,
an especially disturbing form of non-stationarity is the possible presence of a
structural break within the return series. Indeed, as pointed out by Granger and
Hyung (2004), the presence of breaks in time-series can lead to spurious conclu-
sions about long memory. It is thus necessary to also control for the presence
of breaks in the sample to be tested. Andreou and Ghysels (2002, 2006) derive
the limit distributions of the traditional CUMSUM statistics for some dynamic
volatility processes. Fernandez (2005) compares a wavelet analysis with the It-
erative Cumulative Sum of Squares (ICSS), a variant of the CUMSUM test. It
is shown in particular that conditional heteroskedasticity substantially inﬂates
18For the sake of both conﬁrmations of our algorithms and results, we also systematically
complement our simple bootstrap results using other alternative resampling techniques aiming
to keep some of the return and volatility dependence structure. For instance, the complemen-
tary four tested procedures on ML estimates of the Shape-parameter of a GEV density (simple
bootstrap: Efron and Tibshirani, 1994; stationary: Politis and Romano, 1994; circular: Poli-
tis and Romano, 1994, and Politis and White, 2004; accelerated: Efron and Tibshirani, 1994,
and Gilli and K¨ ellezi, 2006) used on the original return and on volatility series lead to the
very same conclusion regarding the sign of Tail-indexes (the results are not reported here for
space reason, but are available on demand). For a discussion about the diﬀerent methods of
block-bootstrap, see Lahiri (1999).
32the number of breakpoints detected by both analyses, and thus has also to be
controlled.
To get an idea of the amplitude of the non-IID bias and its impact on Tail-
index estimation, we complementary use a surrogate data method, explicitly
keeping the time-patterns for the returns along a process of constrained ran-
domization, which is basically based on a re-shuﬄing of the original return
data. This procedure thus allows us to generate new artiﬁcial samples repro-
ducing some of the main time-series characteristics of the original one. In the
case of volatilities, the series are known to exhibit short-term autocorrelation,
regime shifts and possibly long memory features.
For the implementation of this technique in our context, we ﬁrst randomly re-
order, several times, the original series of returns, in order to delete all potential
time-structure dependences, while keeping intact the unconditional distribution
of the series. Secondly, on the new disorganized artiﬁcial series, we implement
random pairwise permutations until the characteristics of the new series are
similar to the original one. More precisely, we apply three tests in order to
compare their characteristics to the ones of the original series: a short-term
autoregressivity test (see Ljung and Box, 1978, and McLeod and Li, 1983), a long
memory one (DFA test, see Kantelhardt et al., 2001) and one for breaks (Inclan
and Tiao, 1994). Concerning the short memory characteristics, we focus on the
ﬁrst autocorrelation coeﬃcient of returns and squared returns. For the long
memory test, we use as a benchmark parameter the so-called scaling exponent
obtained by the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)19, which allows us to
detect long-range correlations in time-series with non-linearities. It is based on
the computation of a scaling exponent by the mean of a modiﬁed root mean
square analysis, using local averages to remove the eﬀects of trends and non-
stationarities. About the existence of breaks, we call in the test proposed by
Inclan and Tiao (1994). Finally, the ﬁnal surrogate series dataset consists only
of series which share the same ﬁrst autocorrelation coeﬃcients for returns and
squared returns (+/-10%), the same scaling exponent (+/-10%) and the same
number of detected breaks.
In the following, we thus have at our disposal for Shape-parameter esti-
mations and inferences, the real market series (22,500 30’ quotes), 500 block-
bootstrapped artiﬁcial series (sharing some unconditional properties of the orig-
inal ones) and 500 Surrogate series (having the same original density and also
similar properties concerning the short-term auto-correlations, long memory and
number of signiﬁcant shifts) of same length (so in total 1,001 series of 22,500
observations).
The following Tables 5 and 6 give the overall aggregated results concerning
the estimations of the Shape-parameters related to GEV densities and GPD, for
several block frequencies (weekly, monthly and quarterly) and thresholds (2.5%,
19In order to conﬁrm the result obtained with such surrogate series, we also generate another
set of artiﬁcial series, for which the memory parameter is recovered with the local Whittle
(1953) estimation method (see K¨ unsch, 1986, and Robinson, 1995) instead of the DFA. It
corresponds to a semi-parameric version of the parametric test of Whittle (1953). The same
general conclusion applies with these series (results available on demand).
335% and 10%), using various methods of estimations (MLE and TL-moments)20,
for the three types of samples considered (original series, bootstrapped and
surrogate datas).
- Please, insert Tables 5-a, 5-b, 6-a and 6-b somewhere here -
More precisely, the Table 5-a (Table 5-b) gives the Shape-parameter esti-
mations, their related 90% conﬁdence intervals and P-statistics of Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit tests (by lines), using the Maximum Likelihood Method
(respectively the TL-moment Method) for the GEV density for the daily volatil-
ity estimators (by columns), according to weekly, monthly and quarterly block
lengths, for each of the three samples (on lines) corresponding to the raw, the
simple bootstrapped and the surrogate series.
First of all, all Goodness-of-Fit statistics in Table 5-a lead to the conclu-
sion, to a large extent21, that the GEV density corresponds well to the data,
clearly indicating that if there is a mis-speciﬁcation, it should be considered as
mild in our sample. Secondly, none of the estimated Tail-indexes is positive,
with Shape-parameters ranging from the highest -.08 (for the Yang-Zang es-
timate) to the lowest -.46 (Garman-Klass Volatility) for the original series of
weekly maxima of daily volatilities. Enlarging the block lengths clearly dimin-
ish the Shape-parameter whatever the measure, reducing the time-dependence
of maxima and relativizing the jumps in comparison to normal variations (but
for larger conﬁdence intervals). No general eﬀect can be emphasized regard-
ing the diﬀerence between Shape-parameters obtained with the three samples
considered. For some estimators however (the Realized Volatility for instance),
bootstrapped and surrogate series exhibit lower Shape-parameters. The 90%
conﬁdence intervals have generally a tendency to shrink from the original, boot-
strapped and surrogate ones, and get larger when the block length increases.
However, no clear general stylized fact is an evidence here, and the eﬀect of
the non-IID sample is once again diﬃcult to interpret. Regarding now the Tail-
index signs and the various interval conﬁdences, it is obvious that they are all
negative for the original series whatever and for all samples for the smallest
block lengths. Moreover, only some parts of the upper conﬁdence intervals for
the largest block windows are moderately positive.
Table 5-b, giving the same statistics based on the TL-moments Method,
conﬁrm these results. Estimated Shape-parameters are rather similar for each
estimator when compared to the Maximum Likelihood estimates. Both meth-
ods prove here diﬀerences (with some parameters being divided by two or so for
instance). We also note that the conﬁdence intervals are larger when using the
20For space and redundancy reasons since the results lead to the same conclusion, we do not
report in the following the tables (available on demand) corresponding to the various methods
of (L-) moments, namely Conventional moments, L-moments, LH-moments, LL-moments,
LQ-moments and LSd-moments, but only the TL(1,1)-moment ones (see Tables 5-b and 6-b).
Overall results regarding all methods are, however, represented in Figure 3.
21Except for the Roger-Satchell estimator, all P-statistics are far from the traditional prob-
ability thresholds.
34TL-moments, indicating either a better accuracy to the sub-sample character-
istics or a general greater instability, without unfortunately being able, with no
extra information, to conclude here.
Table 6-a (results for a GPD using Maximum Likelihood) and Table 6-b
(results for a GPD using TL-moments) provide the same global conclusion.
Finally, results (not reported here for space reason) based on other versions
of the method of moments (namely Conventional-moments, L-moments, LH-
moments, LQ-moments and LSd-moments) strengthen this result. The chosen
estimation method has generally a ﬁne impact on the value of recovered Shape-
parameters; but in our case, all methods converge to the same unique result:
most of Tail-indexes are negative and the inference, if not perfect for the longest
block window, leads to the conclusion that none of the underlying distributions
can be considered as fat-tailed.
Finally, Figure 3 below summarizes the general overall result based on the
aggregation of individual results corresponding to all methods used for recov-
ering the Shape-parameter of the extreme volatilities. It represents recovered
Shape-parameters related to GEV densities and GPD, for several block frequen-
cies (weekly, monthly and quarterly) or thresholds (2.5%, 5% and 10%), using
the various methods of estimations (e.g. MLE, C-moments, L-moments, TL-
moments, LSd-moments and LQ-moments) for the three types of samples consid-
ered (i.e. original series, bootstrapped and surrogate datas) for the ten volatil-
ity estimators studied (namely, Realized, Realized Bi-power, Realized Jump
Component, Parkinson, Kunitomo, Rogers-Satchell, Garman-Klass, Yang-Zang,
EMA and Simple Volatilities), as well as the 5%-95% (minimum-maximum)
ranges corresponding to every estimation, and all Kolmogorov-Smirnov P-statistics
related to the adequation of the related estimated density with the data. Each
density presented here corresponds thus to 1,080 estimations of mean (and 5%-
minimum / 95%-maximum) Shape-parameters of, ﬁrst, one original data of
1,350,000 high frequency quotes, resampled into 22,500 30’ prices, and of, sec-
ondly, 1,000 series of 22,500 artiﬁcial (Bootstraped and Surrogate) prices of
same length as the original.
- Please, insert Figure 3 somewhere here -
This Figure clearly indicates that the Shape-parameter is generally nega-
tive (with a mean equal to -.16 and 98.11% of estimates below .00), whatever
the global method of estimation. All 5%-minimum estimates are indeed nega-
tive, and, even if not perfect, the inference for the 95%-maximum estimations
leads to a reasonable percentage of them being slightly positive (with a mean
at -.01 and 62.66% being inferior or equal to .00). Furthermore, most of the
Kolmogorov-Sminrov P-statistics reported in this Figure (on the right) are above
the 1%/5%/10% classical signiﬁcance thresholds (with a mean equal to 58.49%
and with, respectively, 99.99%/100.00%/100.00% being above these usual sig-
niﬁcance levels), meaning the ﬁtted Extreme Value densities with estimated
parameters are quite adequate. These overall results reinforce our previous con-
clusions related to Figure 2 (corresponding to non-parametric estimates), and
35Tables 5 and 6, yielding, most of the time, negative estimations of the Shape-
parameter of the extreme volatility distributions.
5 Conclusion
The Realized Volatility, despite its known shortcomings, remains a benchmark
to which measures of risk should be compared. We have shown here that, amid
the low-frequency measures, the instantaneous Parkinson volatility was the one
approaching the closest the high-frequency measure. Due to its simplicity, it
should thus be the one retained when trying to obtain long-horizon historical
estimates, or to complement a series of Realized Volatilities.
Estimations of the whole distribution of the empirical volatilities cannot
easily distinguish between the candidate functional forms, and the conclusion
may depend upon the sampling frequency, period, horizon, asset and market
considered. Given the rationale for estimating these distributions - retrieving
possible risk - and the main diﬀerences between them - in the tail - it is natural
to try instead to use the Extreme Value Theory and concentrate on estimating
the asymptotic distribution for the extreme measures of risk. However, some
precautions should be taken in regarding the conclusions based on real market
estimates for several reasons. First, the impact of nuisance parameters used
in the main estimation techniques or robustness tests (such as the Block Max-
ima length, the threshold values, the block window for the bootstrap...) is not
null. Secondly, even if a large quantity of observations is usually available in
high-frequency databases, studying the extremes is still however a small sample
problem per deﬁnition. Thirdly, high frequency ﬁnancial data suﬀers from mi-
crostructure biases, that are always present by nature, even if extra precautions
and optimal sampling frequencies are considered. Lastly, extreme volatilities
are known for not conforming to the IID ideal case and thus the unconditional
estimation results are essentially linked to the total structural dependence in the
data. For all these reasons, we provide estimation results making the parameters
vary, as well as employing techniques that are aiming to attenuate both small
sample and non-IID eﬀects on estimates. As a cross-product, we mobilize vari-
ants of L-moments and generalize some previous results regarding the relation
between the various alternative L-moments and the characteristic parameters
of both main Extreme Value densities, namely the Generalized Extreme Value
density and the Generalized Pareto Distribution.
Altogether with the Non-parametric Generalized Hill estimates, the actual
and overall estimations for both the Generalized Extreme Value density and the
Generalized Pareto Distribution, clearly indicate that heavy-tailed distributions
are not needed to ﬁt our ﬁnite sample of volatilities, on the asset and period
considered22. A log-normal process, as in the traditional stochastic volatility
model, seems able to reproduce the extreme empirical volatilities observed in
22Several extra tests (available on demand) show that neither some speciﬁc recent extreme
events (i.e. the latest ﬁnancial crises), nor the global level of market turbulence, have a great
impact on this general result.
36our twelve-year ultra high-frequency sample. As expected, the Realized Jump
Component of the Realized Volatility is mainly responsible for the shape of the
distribution of the measure, since it contains (almost) all the peaks.
As previously shown in Maillet et al. (2010), a ﬁnal reality check, reported
in Table 7, shows inadequacies of some of the simplest measures of risk, since
they either greatly underestimate or largely overestimate the Return-times for
the peak events observed in the sample. The use of the Tail-index estimates,
relative to the Realized Volatilities, however, produces some more reasonable-
looking values for the Return-times of the high watermarks of volatility.
- Please, insert Table 7 somewhere here -
In the vein of Gonzalez-Rivera et al. (2004), a natural expansion of this
article will be to extend the studies to a basket of individual stocks in a true
Reality Check framework (White, 2000), to preserve our results from data-
snooping (see also Hansen, 2005; Romano and Wolf, 2005; Hsu and Kuan,
2005; Qi and Wu, 2006; Hsu and Hsu, 2007), in which stocks, samples, periods,
estimators, nuisance parameters and estimation methods can be bootstrapped,
aiming to the construction of a formal test. Focusing this time on recent high
frequency estimators of Realized Volatility (Cf. Zhang et al., 2005; A¨ ıt-Sahalia
et al., 2005 and 2009; Zhang, 2006; Vuorenmaa, 2008; Barndorﬀ-Nielsen et al.,
2008; Andersen et al., 2009-b; Corsi et al., 2009; Mancini, 2009; Saichev et
al., 2009 and 2010), and on other conditional low-frequency alternatives (Engle,
2002; Engle and Gallo, 2006; Engle and Rangle, 2008), it would also be of
interest to replicate our studies and compare these estimators on a Tail-index
basis (see Vuorenmaa, 2008). Another direction would be to consider, as in Bali
and Weinbaum (2007) or in Jalal and Rockinger (2008), a conditional approach
for the modelled volatility. Indeed, the estimations we made in this paper are
using the assumption that the non-IID characteristic of the underlying process
does not have a strong impact on our results. In order to upgrade them and to
take fully into account the clustering phenomenon, it should then be interesting,
even if not perfect, to model the volatility estimators through ARCH or GARCH
processes.
A ﬁnal practical ﬁnancial application of these results will be to plug the
appropriate estimates and distributions of extreme volatilities in the Index of
Market Shocks (IMS, see Maillet and Michel, 2003 and 2005), in order to recover
an accurate universal scale of historical crises, and thus a more precise estimation
of the return-times of extreme scenarii in ﬁnancial markets.
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In the following, we give the proofs of the generalized formulae provided in
Tables 1-a and 2-a that give the Tail-index expressions (for Shape-parameters
strictly diﬀerent from 0) for the GEV distribution and the GPD, as a function
of the C-moments (Sankarasubramanian and Srinivasan, 1999 and Hosking and
Wallis, 1987), the L-moments (Hosking, 1990; Abdul-Moniem and Selim, 2009),
the TL-moments (Elamir and Seheult, 2003; Hosking, 2007; Abdul-Moniem
and Selim, 2009), and the LQ-moments (Mudholkar and Hutson, 1998). We
also present herein the (empirical) Self-determined Probability-weighted Mo-
ment (Sd-PwM) method (see Haktanir, 1997), corresponding to Table 1-b and
2-b. We will start by giving the proofs for the results summarized in Tables 1
that correspond to the GEV density, and we will adapt the proofs to the GPD
for the results in Tables 2 just after. All the appendices are self-suﬃcient.
Let {Xi}i∈[1,...,n] be a sequence of n Independent and Identically Distributed
non-degenerated random variables with a Quantile Function QX(.) deﬁned by
a continuous Cumulative Distribution Function F(.)o nu ∈]0;1[, such as:
QX(u)=F−1(u). (45)
We also note X[i:n] the i-th order statistic of n (descending ordered) random
variables. We here underline that the generic variable X in the following cor-
responds to the highest Log-volatilities (or Log-volatility exceedances), denoted
σ in the corpus of the article.
We shall ﬁrst recall the deﬁnitions of the various r-th moments, with r ∈
IN∗, namely the L-moments, LH-moments, TL-moments and LQ-moments,
that can be deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnitions 1 (about various L-moments deﬁnitions).

























τp,α( ˆ X[r−j:r]), (48)
54where:
τp,α( ˆ X[r−j:r])=pQX[r−j:r](α)+pQX[r−j:r](1 − α)
+( 1− 2p)QX[r−j:r](.5), (49)
with ˆ X[r−j:r] is the observed order statistic of order (r − j,r) ∈ IN∗2, QX[r−j:r](.)
the Quantile Function related to the order statistic X[r−j:r], and some parame-
ters (p,α) ∈ [0,1]2.
As explained in Mudholkar and Hutson (1998), the linear function τp,α() is a
quick measure of the location of the sampling distribution of the order statistic
X[r−j:r]. We will only consider here that τp,α(.) is deﬁned with p = α = .25,
which corresponds to the common estimator called Trimean.
Deﬁnitions 2 (about L-moments, LH-moments, LL-moments and TL-moments
or order r ∈ IN∗).
We note here from the previous deﬁnitions that L-moments, LH-moments
and LL-moments are just speciﬁc cases of TL-moments, with - respectively - no
truncation, only left or alternatively only right deletion. In other words, the
r-th L-moment λr,the r-th LH-moment λH

















Accordingly we will then only present proofs for the results related to the
TL-moments in the following (except for the L-moment expression of the GPD
we need in the Sd-PwM method in Proposition 9 below) - see Table 1-a and 2-a
for speciﬁc results for the L-moments, the LH-moments and the LL-moments).
Deﬁnitions 3 (about Extreme Value Densities and Quantile Functions).
Let us now recall the expressions of Cumulative Distribution and Quantile
Functions related to both GEV density and GPD.
A GEV CDF of highest Log-volatilities X is deﬁned by three parameters:





α (X − υ)]−1/ξ
 
, (51)





] −∞ ;υ − ξα[i f ξ<0
I R if ξ =0
]υ − ξα;+∞[i f ξ>0,
with, perconvention, ξα = α/ξ.
55The Quantile Function corresponding to a GEV density is then, for every







A GPD CDF of Log-volatility exceedances X is deﬁned by three parameters:





α (X − υ)
 −1/ξ
, (53)
for every X ∈D 2, deﬁned by:
D2 =
 
]υ;υ − ξα[i f ξ<0
]υ;+∞[i f ξ ≥ 0,
with ξα = α/ξ.
Then, the Quantile Function of a GPD is deﬁned such as, for every u ∈]0;1[
related to the variable X (with the previous notations):
QX(u)=υ + ξα
 
(1 − u)−ξ − 1
 
. (54)
In the following, we will give results for GEV CDF and GPD CDF only in
the case ξ  = 0, since we are interested in the estimation of this last parameter.
Let us start now by recalling two properties related to L-moments and TL-
moments that we will use later on.
Proposition 1 (see Hosking, 1990). The ﬁrst three L-moments and Probability-





λ2 =2 β1 − β0
λ3 =6 β2 − 6β1 + β0,
(55)
where λr is the r-th L-moment and βj the j-th Probability-weighted Moment,
with (r,j) ∈{ 1,2,3}×{ 0,1,2}.
Proof.




with j ∈{ 0,1,2}.








we immediately obtain the desired relations for ﬁrst L-moment λ1:
56λ1 = E(X[1:1])
= E(X)=β0, (57)
for the second L-moment λ2:




x[2F(x) − 1]dF(x)=2 β1 − β0, (58)
and for the third L-moment λ3:









=6 β2 − 6β1 + β0. (59)

The proposition below gives some useful relations between L-moments and
TL-moments (that we will need herein).
Proposition 2 (see Hosking, 2007). L-moments and TL-moments are linked
by the following relations:

      






















































r is the r-th TL-moment and λ
(0,0)
r the corresponding L-moment,
with (r,s,t) ∈ (I N∗ ×{ 0,1}×I N).
Proof.





0 QX(u)ui−1(1 − u)r−idu,
(61)








×[(r + s − j − 1)!
×(t + j)!]
−1 (r + s + t)!
×
  1
0 QX(u)ur+s−j−1(1 − u)t+jdu.
(62)
57We also note here that every r-th TL-moment can be written as a linear











for any (r,s,t) ∈
 
I N∗ × I N2 
.
This last relation will be of great help to prove some of following propositions,
since it is suﬃcient to compute TL-moments of order 1 for obtaining all higher
TL-moments.

In the following, we shall start with the proofs for the results in Tables 1
(GEV-related ones in the order of the table results), and then we will turn to
those in Tables 2 (for the GDP, as well in the order of the table results).
Proposition 3 (see Sankarasubramanian and Srinivasan, 1999). The ﬁrst three
Conventional Moments, as a function of the three characteristic parameters of
a GEV distribution, are given by:

    
    














where mr is the r-th Conventional Moment with r ∈{ 1,2,3}, υ ∈ I R is the
location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter,
with ξα = α/ξ, g(.)=Γ[ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any (j,k) ∈
{1,2,3}×IN,a n dΓ(ξ)=
  +∞
0 tξ−1 exp(−t)dt the Gamma function.
Proof.











0 ux−1 exp(−u)du is the Gamma function.
Thanks to simple changes of variables, we also have the following interme-






×exp[−(j +1 ) x]dx




=( 1 + j)−h(ξ)g (ξ),
(66)
58with g(.)=Γ[ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any (j,k) ∈{ 1,2,3}×
IN.








υ − ξα + ξα [−ln(u)]
−ξ du. (67)
With the result (66), we obtain (with the previous notations):
m1 = υ − ξα + ξαg(ξ). (68)







































Proposition 4. The ﬁrst three TL-moments, as a function of the three char-
acteristic parameters of a GEV distribution, are given by:

                
                
λ
(s,t)





k=0(−1)k(1 + s + k)−h(ξ)g (ξ)
λ
(s,t)











×(2 + s + k)−h(ξ) 
λ
(s,t)
3 =3 −1ξαg (ξ)
 
(3+s+t)!
s!(2+t)! (1 + s)−h(ξ)
−
(3+s+t)!(3+s)












r is the r-th TL-moment of truncation order (s,t) for any (r,s,t)
∈{ 1,2,3}×IN2, υ ∈ I R the location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter,
59ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter, with ξα = α/ξ, g(.)=Γ[ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=





From the Quantile Function corresponding to a GEV density (equation (52)),








QX(u) us(1 − u)tdu
=
(1 + s + t)!
s!t!
   1
0







Using results (65) and (66), we obtain the ﬁnal expression for the ﬁrst TL-














   1
0 [−ln(u)]−ξuk+sdu
 





k=0(−1)k(1 + k + s)−h(ξ)g (ξ).
(73)
Thanks to relation (63), we similarly get the second TL-moment as such

















































The third TL-moment is obtained in the same manner with the relation (63) as














































Hence, we can write the following equality as such (with the previous notations):
λ
(s,t)



















× (3 + k + s)−h(ξ) 
+
(3+s+t)!
s!(2+t)! (1 + s)−h(ξ)
−
(3+s+t)!(t+2)












Proposition 5 (see Hosking et al., 1985). The ﬁrst three L-moments, as a




















where λr is the r-th L-moment with r ∈{ 1,2,3},υ∈ I R the location pa-
rameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter, and with
ξα = α/ξ, g(.)=Γ [ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any (j,k) ∈
{1,2,3}×IN, and Γ(ξ)=
  +∞
0 uξ−1 exp(−u)du the Gamma function.
Proof.
The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 4 by taking s = t =0 .

Proposition 6 (see Hosking et al., 1985). The ﬁrst three Probability-weighted














υ = β0 + ξα[1 − g(ξ)],
(78)
where the βj are the Probability-weighted Moments with j ∈{ 0,1,2}, υ ∈ I R the
location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter,
and with ξα = α/ξ, g(.)=Γ [ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any
(j,k) ∈{ 1,2,3}×IN, and Γ(ξ)=
  +∞
0 uξ−1 exp(−u)du the Gamma function.
Proof.
The proof is a direct consequence of Propositions 1 and 5.

Proposition 7 (see Mudholkar and Hutson, 1998). For any distribution F(.)
of the variable X, deﬁned by its related Quantile Function QX(.), the ﬁrst three
LQ-moments are given by:

          
          
λ
Q
1 =4 −1 [QX (.25) + QX (.75) + 2QX (.5)]
λ
Q
2 =8 −1 [2QX (.707) − 2QX (.293)
QX (.866) − QX (.134)]
λ
Q
3 =1 2 −1[QX (.909) + 2QX (.794)
−2QX (.674) + QX (.630)
−4QX (.5) + QX (.370)




Using the usual formula for the CDF of order statistics, denoted FX[i:n](.),









X(x)[1 − FX(x)]n−k, (80)
we obtain the following Quantile Function - denoted QX[i:n](.) - relations for
some speciﬁc order statistics, written X[i:n] for some (i,n) ∈{ 1,2,3}
2, as such:

    


















where ϕ(.) is the unique root in [0;1] of the equation (2x3 − 3x2 + u)=0 .





and the ﬁrst three LQ-moments are given by:

          
          
λ
Q
1 =4 −1 [QX (.25) + QX (.75) + 2QX (.5)]
λ
Q
2 =8 −1 [2QX (.707) − 2QX (.293)
+QX (.866) − QX (.134)]
λ
Q
3 =1 2 −1[QX (.909) + 2QX (.794)
−2QX (.674) + QX (.630)
−4QX (.5) + QX (.370)




From the above deﬁnitions of the GEV-related Quantile Function as well as
the GPD-related one, it is then straightforward to obtain, by substitution, the
ﬁrst three LQ-moments for the GEV distribution (see Table 1-a) and for the
GPD (see Table 2-a) as presented in the following Proposition 8.
Proposition 8. The ﬁrst three LQ-moments, as a function of the three char-
acteristic parameters of - respectively - a GEV distribution and a GPD, are:

           
           
λ
Q
1 = υ − ξα +4 −1ξα
  ˇ Q(.25)











3 =1 2 −1ξα[ ˇ Q(.909) + 2 ˇ Q(.794)
−2 ˇ Q(.674) + ˇ Q(.630)
−4 ˇ Q(.5) + ˇ Q(.370)
−2 ˇ Q(.326) + 2 ˇ Q(.206) + ˇ Q(.091)],
(84)
where υ ∈ I R+ is the location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ I R∗
the Shape-parameter, with ξα = α/ξ and ˇ Q(u)=[ −ln(u)]
−ξ for a GEV density
and ˇ Q(u)=( 1− u)
−ξ for a GPD.
Proof.
The proof is a direct consequence of the previous Proposition 7 by replac-
ing QX(u) by an adequate truncated expression for a GEV distribution such
as ˇ Q(u)=[ −ln(u)]
−ξ, or by an appropriate truncated expression for a GPD
distribution such as ˇ Q(u)=( 1− u)
−ξ. Evaluating the various quantile-related
quantities ﬁnally leads to results in Table 1-a and Table 2-a for the LQ-moments.
63
Proposition 9 (see Haktanir, 1997). The estimates ˆ υ, ˆ α and ˆ ξ, of the three
characteristic parameters of a GEV distribution, i.e. υ ∈ I R the location parame-
ter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter and ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter, are obtained
with the Self-determined Probability-weighted Moment method as the solution of
the following system:

                 
                 









  2 
¯ X − 2n−1  n
i=1
 










¯ X − 2n−1  n
i=1
 
ˆ X[i:n] ˆ H
 
ˆ X[i:n]
   
 
g(ˆ ξ)(1 − 2
ˆ ξ)
  ˆ ξ






















¯ X − ˆ X[i:n] + g(ˆ ξ)
  −1/ˆ ξ
 
is the em-
pirical estimate of a GEV CDF of estimated order statistics, and with ¯ X =
n−1  n
i=1 ˆ X[i:n], ˆ ξˆ α =ˆ α/ˆ ξ, g(.)=Γ[ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for
any (j,k) ∈{ 1,2,3}×IN, and Γ(ξ)=
  +∞
0 uξ−1 exp(−u)du the Gamma func-
tion.
Proof.
Considering the relations between the ﬁrst three Probability-weighted Mo-
ments and the parameters of a GEV distribution given in Proposition 6, it is
now simply necessary to recover some estimates of the βj from the sample. The
usual empirical estimate of any ˆ βj is given by (with the previous notations):













is an empirical distribution-free estimate of the





1 if j =0
(i − 1)(n − 1)−1 if j =1
(i − 1)(i − 2)[(n − 1)(n − 2)]
−1 if j =2 .
However, in the special case of the Sd-PwM method, estimates of order
statistic probabilities correspond to the supposed Extreme Value CDF, which
64is, in our case here, the GEV CDF whose estimate writes (with the previous
notations):










Replacing in this equation the location parameter ˆ υ by its estimated value
from equation (78) leads to (with the previous notations):














Combined with the equations (78), this last equation leads to the desired
system.
Solving it ﬁnally allows us to retrieve from the data the value of the para-
meter ˆ ξ, altogether with ˆ α and ˆ υ.

After having given the main results for the GEV in the above part of the
appendix (for the results in Tables 1), let us now turn below to the GDP case
(see Tables 2).
Proposition 10 (see Hosking and Wallis, 1987). The ﬁrst three Conventional
Moments, as a function of the three characteristic parameters of a GPD, are
given by: 
   
   














where mr is the r-th Conventional Moment with r = {1,2,3}, υ ∈ I R is the
location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ I R∗ the Shape-parameter,
and h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any (j,k) ∈{ 1,2,3}×IN.
Proof.









υ − ξα + ξα(1 − u)−ξ 
du
= υ + α[h(ξ)]
−1 . (90)
65The second moment writes (with the previous notations):
m2 =
  1

































Finally, the third moment is given by (with the previous notations):
m3 =
  1





































Proposition 11. The ﬁrst three TL-moments, as a function of the three char-




























r is the r-th TL-moment of truncation order (s,t) for any (r,s,t) ∈
{1,2,3}×IN2, υ ∈ I R the location parameter, α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈
I R∗ the Shape-parameter, and with ξα = α/ξ, g(.)=Γ[ h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=















(1 + s + t)!
s!t!
   1
0
















Γ(s + 1)Γ(t +1 )
Γ(2 + s + t)
+ξα
Γ(s +1 ) g(t + ξ)
g(1 + s + t + ξ)
 
=( υ − ξα)+




g(1 + s + t + ξ)
ξα. (95)
Thanks to relation (63), we get the second TL-moment expression as such















(2 + s + t)!
t!
g(t + ξ)
g(2 + s + t + ξ)
−
(2 + s + t)!
(t + 1)!
g(t +1+ξ)
g(2 + s + t + ξ)
 
=
(2 + s + t)!
2(t + 1)!
g(t + ξ)
g(2 + s + t + ξ)
α. (96)
The third TL-moment is obtained in the same manner with relation (63)





(3 + s + t)!
t!
g(t + ξ)
g(3 + s + t + ξ)
−2
(3 + s + t)!
(t + 1)!
g(t +1+ξ)
g(3 + s + t + ξ)
+
(3 + s + t)!
(t + 2)!
g(t +2+ξ)
g(3 + s + t + ξ)
 
=
(3 + s + t)!g(t + ξ)







h(t +1+ξ)h(t + ξ)
(t + 2)(t +1 )
 
=
(3 + s + t)!
3(t + 2)!
g(t + ξ)
g(3 + s + t + ξ)
α(1 + ξ). (97)

We ﬁnally end this appendix with the estimates of the parameters of a GPD,
given by the Self-determined Probability-weighted Moment method, and we ﬁrst
begin by recalling hereafter the expression of the L-moments as a special case
of the previous Proposition 11.
67Proposition 12 (see Hosking, 1990 and Abdul-Moniem and Selim, 2009). The
ﬁrst three L-moments, as a function of the three characteristic parameters of a




λ1 = υ + αh(ξ)
λ2 = α{h(ξ)[1− h(ξ)]}
−1
λ3 = g(ξ)[g(3 + ξ)]
−1 α(1 + ξ),
(98)
where λr is the r-th L-moment with r ∈{ 1,2,3}, υ ∈ I R the location parameter,
α ∈ I R+ the scale parameter, ξ ∈ R∗ the Shape-parameter and with g(.)=
Γ[h(.)] where h(k + jξ)=( k + 1 − jξ) for any (j,k) ∈{ 1,2,3}×IN, and
Γ(ξ)=
  +∞
0 uξ−1e−udu the Gamma function.
Proof.
The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 11 by taking s = t =0 .
The expressions of TL-moments of a GPD in some special cases of truncation
order (s,t) are also provided in Elamir and Seheult (2003), Hosking (2007) and
Abdul-Moniem and Selim (2009). See Table 2-a for some speciﬁc results for the
LH-moments of truncation order (1,1) and the LL-moments of order (1,1). 
Proposition 13. The estimates ˆ υ, ˆ α and ˆ ξ,o fυ ∈ I R, the location parameter,
α ∈ I R+, the scale parameter and ξ ∈ I R∗, the Shape-parameter, of a GPD,
are obtained with the Self-determined Probability-weighted Moment method as a
solution of the following system:

               
























































are the empirical order statistics of Log-volatility ex-











  −1  −1/ˆ ξ
is the
empirical estimate of a GPD CDF of estimated order statistics, and with ¯ X =
n−1  n
i=1 ˆ X[i:n], ˆ ξˆ α =ˆ α/ˆ ξ,a n dh
 




k + 1 − jˆ ξ
 
for any (j,k) ∈
{1,2,3}×IN.
Proof.
68Using the expression of the GPD parameters with L-moments in Proposition
12 and the relation between L-moments and PwM recalled in Proposition 1, we




ξ =[ 9 β2 − 10β1 +2 β0](3β2 − 2β1)
−1
α =[ 2 β1 − β0](2+ξ)h(ξ)
υ = β0 − α[h(ξ)]
−1 .
(100)
In the special case of the Sd-PwM method, the estimate of the ˆ βj are
directly deﬁned such as (with the previous notations):









where ˆ H (.) is a GPD CDF estimate such as (with the previous notations):











  −1  −1/ˆ ξ
. (102)
This leads, from equations (100) with estimated parameters, to the desired
result.
Solving the system eventually allows us to recover from the data the value



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































70Table 1-b: GEV Parameter Identiﬁcation
with the Self-determined Probability-weighted Moment Method
LSd-moments - Proposition 9
(see Haktanir, 1997)  
ˆ ξ,ˆ α,ˆ υ
 
are solutions of the system:

              
              
 









  2  
 
¯ X − 2n−1  n
i=1
 
ˆ X[i:n] ˆ H
 
ˆ X[i:n]














¯ X − 2n−1  n
i=1
 
ˆ X[i:n] ˆ H
 
ˆ X[i:n]
   
 






















¯ X − ˆ X[i:n] + g(ˆ ξ)
  −1/ˆ ξ
 
, ¯ X = n−1  n
i=1 ˆ X[i:n],


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































72Table 2-b: GPD Parameter Identiﬁcation with the Self-determined
Probability-weighted Moment Method
LSd-moments - Proposition 13  
ˆ ξ,ˆ α,ˆ υ
 
are solutions of the system:

        

























































  −1  −1/ˆ ξ
, ¯ X = n−1  n
i=1 ˆ X[i:n],
ˆ ξˆ α =ˆ α/ˆ ξ and h
 




k + 1 − jˆ ξ
 
.
73Figure 1-a: Daily Estimates of Annualized Volatilities

















































Exponential Moving Average Volatility
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the
period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Volatility estimations are annualized here and expressed in
percentage (on the y-axis). Computations by the authors.
74Figure 1-b: Probability-to-Probability Plot
of Empirical versus Normal and GEV
of Daily Estimates of Annualized Log-volatilities























































Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the
period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Log-volatility estimations (on the x-axis) are annualized and
expressed in percentage. The Empirical Gaussian Kernel Density estimates (on the y-axis) are
obtained using the cross-validation principle (Silverman, 1986). Computations by the authors.
75Figure 1-c: A Zoom on Extreme Values
of the Densities of Daily Estimates of Annualized Volatilities







.70 .80 .90 1.00  1.10 1.20 1.30
Bi−Power Variation
.60 .62 .64 .66 .68 .70
Jump Component
.70 .80 .90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40
Parkinson
.70 .80 .90 1.00  1.10 1.20 1.30
Kunitomo
.70 .80 .90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40
Rogers−Satchell
.70 .80 .90 1.00 1.10 .70 .80 .90 1.00
Garman−Klass
.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
Yang−Zhang
.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50
Simple
.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20
Exponential Moving Average
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the
period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Volatility estimations (on the x-axis) are annualized and
expressed in percentage. The Empirical Gaussian Kernel Density estimates (on the y-axis) are
obtained using the cross-validation principle (Silverman, 1986). Computations by the authors.
76Figure 1-d: Empirical Densities of Estimated Extremal Indexes
of Weekly Extreme Annualized Daily Volatilities










.50 .60 .70 .80 .90
.00
2.00
4.00 Realized Jump Component
























.20 .30 .40 .50 .60
.00
2.00
4.00 Exponential Moving Average Volatility
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period
01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Extremal Indexes (on the x-axis) are computed according to the
formula in equation (31), for n=5 (weekly blocks), m=500 (number of blocks) and a threshold
ﬁxed at 99.00%. The Empirical Gaussian Kernel Density estimates of 10,000 bootstrapped
samples (on the y-axis) are obtained using the cross-validation principle (Silverman, 1986).
Computations by the authors.
77Figure 2: Beirlant et al. (1996) Non-parametric Generalized Hill
Estimates of Extreme Value Shape-parameters
of Volatility Densities
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period
01-01-1997/05-31-2009. The value of the estimates (on the y-axis) is plotted against the
quantiles of data points included in the sample of extreme observations (on the x-axis).
Computations by the authors.
78Figure 3: Empirical Kernel Estimates
of Cumulative Distribution Functions
of Shape-parameters and Characteristics







Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period
01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Empirical Gaussian Kernel estimates using the cross-validation
principle (Silverman, 1986). In the ﬁrst ﬁgure (at the top), the main empirical rectangular
kernel CDF (on the y-axis) (second from the left) corresponds to the 1,440 Shape-parameters
estimated according to the several methodologies used (see text), whilst the two to the
immediate left and right correspond to the distributions of their related thresholds ﬁxed at
5% and 95%. The ﬁnal right empirical CDF (on the y-axis) is relative to the density of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit P-statistic (between .00 and 1.00 on the x-axis) of
implied extreme value densities with estimated parameters. The three lower ﬁgures (at the
bottom) respectively represent all the occurences of the 5% minima, mean Shape-parameters,












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































85Table 7: Probablity of the Largest Negative Returns,
the Largest Daily Volatilities and Return-times
using Maximum Likelihood GEV Estimates
Weekly Monthly Quarterly
Estimators Crisis Values Prob. Return Prob. Return Prob. Return
Times Times Times
10/06/2008 -9.47% .14% 14.31* .65% 12.40 1.92% 13.56*
Returns 10/10/2008 -8.05% .33% 6.14 1.27% 6.28 3.63% 7.17
09/11/2001 -7.48% .47% 4.30 1.70% 4.69 4.76% 5.46
09/11/2001 .91 .22% 9.16 .97% 8.23 1.66% 15.69*
Realized 01/21/2008 .83 .40% 5.05 1.53% 5.22 3.30% 7.88
10/10/2008 .81 .45% 4.48 1.68% 4.77 3.74% 6.95
09/11/2001 .78 .06% 31.31* .50% 16.10* 1.37% 18.93*
Bi-Power 10/10/2008 .66 .22% 8.98 1.10% 7.25 3.15% 8.26
Variation 10/16/2008 .65 .23% 8.60 1.14% 7.04 3.24% 8.02
01/15/1999 .46 .12% 16.66* .60% 13.35* 1.24% 21.03*
Jump 01/04/2000 .44 .16% 12.87* .73% 10.92 1.57% 16.58*
Component 02/09/1999 .37 .36% 5.61 1.41% 5.65 3.30% 7.87
09/11/2001 .90 .03% 58.69* .26% 30.39* .59% 43.76*
Parkinson 08/06/2002 .72 .27% 7.33 1.14% 7.01 3.35% 7.77
03/17/2003 .68 .42% 4.71 1.60% 5.00 4.73% 5.50
09/11/2001 .79 .20% 10.09 .81% 9.93 1.40% 18.54*
Kunitomo 10/08/2008 .71 .39% 5.16 1.40% 5.72 3.23% 8.05
01/21/2008 .70 .40% 4.99 1.44% 5.57 3.35% 7.76
10/08/2008 .87 .10% 19.22* .79% 10.08 .98% 26.64*
Rogers- 09/21/2001 .79 .23% 8.58 1.30% 6.15 2.32% 11.19
Satchell 10/02/1998 .69 .55% 3.66 2.29% 3.49 5.16% 5.04
10/08/2008 .71 .18% 10.93 .78% 10.24 1.10% 23.70*
Garman- 09/11/2001 .67 .28% 7.02 1.11% 7.18 2.06% 12.61*
Klass 09/11/2001 .60 .59% 3.40 2.01% 3.97 4.82% 5.39
10/24/2008 1.29 .19% 10.36 .56% 14.20* .64% 40.69*
Yang- 10/13/2008 1.21 .27% 7.39 .78% 10.24 1.20% 21.62*
Zhang 10/10/2008 1.14 .37% 5.43 1.05% 7.62 1.97% 13.21*
10/13/2008 1.77 .03% 62.08* .34% 23.64* 1.22% 21.34*
Simple 11/24/2008 1.60 .10% 20.45 .60% 13.24* 1.99% 13.04*
09/19/2008 1.47 .20% 9.76 .94% 8.51 2.91% 8.93
10/13/2008 1.43 .07% 30.18* .29% 27.90* 1.10% 23.61*
Exponential 11/24/2008 1.19 .24% 8.26 .78% 10.31 2.55% 10.19
Moving Average 10/29/2008 1.08 .43% 4.65 1.24% 6.48 3.79% 6.86
Source: Euronext, 30’ sampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-
1997/05-31-2009. Return-times are expressed in years and they are marked with an asterisk * when
they are larger than the size of the sample, i.e. 12 years. Computations by the authors.
86APPENDIX C
“Extreme Volatilities, Financial Crises
and L-moment Estimations of Tail-indexes”
- April 2010 -
- Complementary Results for the Referees’ Attention -
Available upon Demand for Readers
In this appendix, which can be mailed to Readers by request to the Authors,
we give additional results that were mentioned and explained in the main paper
but not presented due to the length constraint of the publication. The paper is


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6Table C.1: Normality Tests of Log-volatilities
Series Normality Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Tests Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Jarque-Bera .00 .00 .00 .15 .01 .00 .11 .08 .00 .00
Log-volatility Kolmogorov-Smirnov .18 .26 .43 .69 .23 .00 .85 .56 .00 .38
Lilliefors .01 .02 .07 .27 .01 .00 .50 .15 .00 .50
Anderson-Darling .00 .00 .00 .28 .01 .00 .53 .14 .00 .00
Jarque-Bera .00 .00 .50 .15 .00 .00 .05 .01 .00 .41
Devolatilized Kolmogorov-Smirnov .45 .90 1.00 .28 .65 .00 .73 .10 .00 .93
Log-volatility Lilliefors .08 .50 .50 .02 .23 .00 .32 .00 .00 .50
Anderson-Darling .02 .17 .98 .01 .06 .00 .11 .00 .00 .63
Jarque-Bera .00 .00 .00 .50 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00
DeGARCH Kolmogorov-Smirnov .03 .04 .35 .91 .61 .00 .96 .01 .00 .00
Log-volatility Lilliefors .00 .00 .04 .50 .19 .00 .50 .00 .00 .00
Anderson-Darling .00 .00 .01 .64 .00 .00 .32 .00 .00 .00
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Are reported in this table the P-values of the
Normality tests for the Log-volatility, the Devolatilized Log-volatility and the DeGARCH Log-volatility series. The four Normality tests correspond to the Jarque-Bera, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, the Lilliefors and the Anderson-Darling tests (Bontemps and Meddahi, 2005). The “Log-volatility” series are computed as the standardized logarithm
function of the volatility series. The “Devolatilized Log-volatility” represents the standardized logarithm function of volatility series, normalized using their standard
deviation computed on a one-year rolling window. The “DeGARCH Log-volatility” corresponds to residual Log-volatility estimates computed from an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
model. Computations by the authors.
7Table C.2-a: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions
of Period Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of Classical Moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.18 -.19 -.16 -.22 -.18 -.21 -.21 -.17 -.26 -.19
Original [5%;95%] [-.21;-.16] [-.22;-.15] [-.19;-.13] [-.25;-.19] [-.21;-.15] [-.24;-.19] [-.23;-.18] [-.19;-.14] [-.31;-.21] [-.22;-.16]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.15) (.55) (.96) (.60) (.10) (.05) (.87) (.60) (.22)
Shape-par. -.08 -.14 -.14 -.17 -.16 -.23 -.18 -.16 -.33 -.26
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.11;-.04] [-.19;-.08] [-.18;-.10] [-.21;-.12] [-.21;-.12] [-.29;-.18] [-.23;-.13] [-.22;-.10] [-.40;-.27] [-.31;-.20]
KS P-stat. (.60) (.59) (.62) (.59) (.58) (.56) (.57) (.56) (.48) (.54)
Shape-par. -.07 -.13 -.14 -.17 -.16 -.24 -.18 -.16 -.33 -.26
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.10;-.05] [-.19;-.08] [-.16;-.11] [-.20;-.13] [-.20;-.13] [-.30;-.18] [-.23;-.14] [-.21;-.10] [-.40;-.27] [-.31;-.21]
KS P-stat. (.63) (.55) (.63) (.61) (.58) (.54) (.58) (.57) (.47) (.52)
Shape-par. -.20 -.18 -.16 -.23 -.19 -.21 -.23 -.21 -.16 -.16
Original [5%;95%] [-.24;-.15] [-.24;-.12] [-.21;-.10] [-.28;-.16] [-.24;-.13] [-.27;-.15] [-.29;-.18] [-.26;-.15] [-.22;-.11] [-.21;-.09]
KS P-stat. (.49) (.89) (.49) (.70) (.70) (.80) (.80) (.18) (.80) (.95)
Shape-par. -.09 -.10 -.14 -.14 -.14 -.15 -.14 -.10 -.18 -.18
Classical Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.16;-.04] [-.21;.00] [-.21;-.08] [-.23;-.07] [-.22;-.07] [-.25;-.05] [-.23;-.06] [-.21;.00] [-.28;-.09] [-.28;-.08]
moments KS P-stat. (.60) (.64) (.63) (.64) (.63) (.61) (.64) (.62) (.63) (.64)
Shape-par. -.09 -.09 -.14 -.14 -.13 -.15 -.14 -.09 -.18 -.17
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.13;-.05] [-.20;.00] [-.19;-.09] [-.21;-.07] [-.20;-.07] [-.25;-.05] [-.23;-.06] [-.20;.00] [-.27;-.09] [-.27;-.09]
KS P-stat. (.60) (.62) (.63) (.63) (.64) (.63) (.64) (.62) (.64) (.64)
Shape-par. -.28 -.21 -.21 -.31 -.28 -.30 -.32 -.33 -.17 -.17
Original [5%;95%] [-.36;-.19] [-.27;-.12] [-.31;-.13] [-.40;-.19] [-.38;-.20] [-.40;-.21] [-.40;-.23] [-.43;-.22] [-.26;-.09] [-.26;-.09]
KS P-stat. (.95) (.99) (.82) (1.00) (.95) (.82) (.65) (.82) (.48) (.99)
Shape-par. -.16 -.11 -.19 -.18 -.18 -.16 -.17 -.10 -.19 -.18
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.25;-.07] [-.25;.00] [-.30;-.09] [-.31;-.06] [-.31;-.06] [-.31;.00] [-.30;-.04] [-.26;.00] [-.33;-.06] [-.32;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.62) (.64) (.64) (.65) (.64) (.66) (.65) (.63) (.65) (.64)
Shape-par. -.16 -.10 -.19 -.17 -.17 -.15 -.16 -.09 -.18 -.17
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.23;-.09] [-.24;.00] [-.27;-.10] [-.29;-.06] [-.29;-.07] [-.29;.00] [-.29;-.04] [-.25;.00] [-.31;-.06] [-.30;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.68) (.64) (.66) (.64) (.64) (.65) (.66) (.64) (.65) (.66)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures estimated by a Method of C-moments of a GEV density with various frequencies (the block maxima lengths).
The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Tail-indexes are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. The curly brackets (below the Tail-index estimations of the original series) are obtained using the “Accelerated Bootstrap” procedure by Gilli
and K¨ ellezi (2006) applied on volatility series. Computations by the authors.
8Table C.2-b: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions
of Period Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of L-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.19 -.21 -.16 -.22 -.17 -.21 -.21 -.17 -.24 -.20
Original [5%;95%] [-.22;-.15] [-.24;-.17] [-.20;-.13] [-.26;-.19] [-.21;-.14] [-.24;-.17] [-.24;-.17] [-.20;-.13] [-.28;-.20] [-.24;-.17]
KS P-stat. (.87) (.60) (.93) (.64) (.25) (.93) (.46) (.69) (.97) (.60)
Shape-par. -.08 -.15 -.14 -.17 -.17 -.24 -.19 -.18 -.32 -.26
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.12;-.03] [-.20;-.10] [-.19;-.09] [-.22;-.13] [-.22;-.12] [-.29;-.19] [-.24;-.14] [-.23;-.13] [-.38;-.27] [-.32;-.21]
KS P-stat. (.62) (.60) (.64) (.63) (.60) (.59) (.61) (.62) (.55) (.57)
Shape-par. -.08 -.15 -.14 -.18 -.17 -.24 -.19 -.18 -.32 -.26
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.11;-.04] [-.20;-.10] [-.17;-.10] [-.22;-.13] [-.21;-.13] [-.30;-.19] [-.24;-.15] [-.23;-.13] [-.38;-.27] [-.31;-.21]
KS P-stat. (.65) (.60) (.64) (.62) (.59) (.58) (.60) (.61) (.52) (.57)
Shape-par. -.19 -.19 -.14 -.26 -.16 -.20 -.22 -.20 -.17 -.17
Original [5%;95%] [-.26;-.11] [-.27;-.11] [-.22;-.07] [-.33;-.17] [-.24;-.08] [-.28;-.12] [-.30;-.15] [-.27;-.13] [-.26;-.10] [-.25;-.10]
KS P-stat. (.80) (.39) (.04) (.70) (.80) (.39) (.80) (.89) (.99) (.95)
Shape-par. -.05 -.09 -.11 -.12 -.12 -.15 -.13 -.10 -.17 -.17
L-moments Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.14;.04] [-.21;.02] [-.21;-.02] [-.23;-.03] [-.23;-.03] [-.26;-.05] [-.24;-.03] [-.23;.01] [-.29;-.07] [-.28;-.06]
KS P-stat. (.63) (.67) (.64) (.65) (.65) (.65) (.64) (.64) (.64) (.65)
Shape-par. -.04 -.09 -.11 -.11 -.11 -.15 -.12 -.09 -.17 -.16
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.11;.03] [-.20;.03] [-.19;-.04] [-.20;-.02] [-.19;-.02] [-.25;-.04] [-.23;-.03] [-.20;.02] [-.27;-.07] [-.27;-.06]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.65) (.67) (.66) (.65) (.65) (.65) (.63) (.65) (.64)
Shape-par. -.28 -.19 -.21 -.31 -.29 -.32 -.34 -.37 -.15 -.14
Original [5%;95%] [-.38;-.15] [-.29;-.08] [-.35;-.08] [-.42;-.16] [-.42;-.16] [-.46;-.19] [-.46;-.20] [-.52;-.21] [-.27;-.03] [-.26;-.01]
KS P-stat. (.65) (.33) (.82) (.65) (.82) (.65) (.33) (.48) (.08) (.14)
Shape-par. -.12 -.06 -.15 -.15 -.15 -.13 -.14 -.07 -.17 -.16
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.27;.02] [-.24;.11] [-.31;.00] [-.32;.02] [-.32;.01] [-.32;.05] [-.30;.03] [-.26;.11] [-.35;.00] [-.33;.01]
KS P-stat. (.66) (.65) (.67) (.65) (.66) (.65) (.67) (.66) (.66) (.65)
Shape-par. -.10 -.05 -.14 -.13 -.13 -.12 -.12 -.06 -.16 -.15
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.21;.00] [-.22;.12] [-.27;-.01] [-.29;.01] [-.28;.01] [-.29;.05] [-.29;.04] [-.24;.12] [-.33;-.01] [-.31;.01]
KS P-stat. (.68) (.66) (.67) (.65) (.66) (.67) (.66) (.65) (.66) (.66)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures estimated by a Method of L-moments of a GEV density with various frequencies (the block maxima lengths).
The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Tail-indexes are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. The curly brackets (below the Tail-index estimations of the original series) are obtained using the “Accelerated Bootstrap” procedure by Gilli
and K¨ ellezi (2006) applied on volatility series. Computations by the authors.
9Table C.2-c: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions
of Period Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of LQ-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.16 -.31 -.21 -.26 -.17 -.18 -.27 -.18 -.24 -.27
Original [5%;95%] [-.24;-.08] [-.38;-.23] [-.31;-.14] [-.34;-.18] [-.26;-.09] [-.25;-.07] [-.37;-.18] [-.26;-.08] [-.34;-.17] [-.35;-.19]
KS P-stat. (.55) (.87) (.17) (.96) (.83) (.87) (.31) (.83) (.74) (.79)
Shape-par. -.09 -.17 -.15 -.19 -.19 -.25 -.21 -.20 -.33 -.28
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.21;.01] [-.28;-.06] [-.26;-.05] [-.29;-.08] [-.29;-.08] [-.35;-.14] [-.31;-.09] [-.30;-.09] [-.44;-.23] [-.38;-.18]
KS P-stat. (.63) (.64) (.65) (.65) (.64) (.65) (.64) (.65) (.63) (.64)
Shape-par. -.09 -.17 -.15 -.19 -.19 -.25 -.21 -.20 -.34 -.28
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.19;-.01] [-.27;-.06] [-.25;-.05] [-.29;-.09] [-.29;-.09] [-.36;-.15] [-.32;-.11] [-.30;-.09] [-.44;-.22] [-.39;-.18]
KS P-stat. (.65) (.63) (.66) (.65) (.65) (.65) (.64) (.64) (.62) (.64)
Shape-par. -.14 -.27 -.16 -.44 -.06 -.27 -.20 -.32 -.41 -.19
Original [5%;95%] [-.29;.08] [-.47;-.11] [-.35;.02] [-.59;-.23] [-.26;.17] [-.47;-.13] [-.33;.00] [-.54;-.15] [-.73;-.29] [-.34;.02]
KS P-stat. (.24) (.80) (.31) (.39) (.59) (.31) (.70) (.89) (.80) (1.00)
Shape-par. .03 -.09 -.05 -.10 -.09 -.15 -.11 -.12 -.16 -.15
LQ-moments Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.22;.28] [-.33;.16] [-.27;.19] [-.34;.13] [-.33;.13] [-.39;.07] [-.35;.12] [-.36;.11] [-.38;.06] [-.39;.06]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.66) (.64) (.65) (.64) (.66) (.64) (.65) (.66) (.67)
Shape-par. .01 -.10 -.05 -.09 -.09 -.15 -.11 -.11 -.16 -.16
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.17;.20] [-.35;.14] [-.24;.16] [-.30;.12] [-.30;.13] [-.38;.08] [-.32;.10] [-.34;.12] [-.39;.07] [-.38;.07]
KS P-stat. (.65) (.66) (.67) (.65) (.65) (.67) (.65) (.66) (.66) (.66)
Shape-par. -.30 -.37 -.30 -.14 -.39 -.56 -.33 -.37 -.02 -.01
Original [5%;95%] [-.57;-.03] [-.91;-.21] [-.71;-.08] [-.34;.31] [-.77;-.18] [-1.11;-.43] [-.58;-.04] [-.57;.02] [-.30;.34] [.31;.37]
KS P-stat. (.95) (.33) (.14) (.95) (.99) (.48) (.95) (.22) (.82) (.99)
Shape-par. -.04 -.08 -.08 -.08 -.07 -.14 -.13 -.07 -.13 -.12
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.40;.30] [-.45;.27] [-.44;.26] [-.45;.26] [-.45;.25] [-.52;.20] [-.47;.22] [-.42;.27] [-.48;.23] [-.48;.24]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.68) (.66) (.67) (.66) (.67) (.66) (.66) (.67) (.68)
Shape-par. -.06 -.06 -.09 -.06 -.05 -.12 -.10 -.06 -.12 -.11
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.32;.20] [-.42;.28] [-.38;.21] [-.37;.26] [-.35;.27] [-.49;.23] [-.44;.24] [-.42;.32] [-.46;.23] [-.44;.21]
KS P-stat. (.65) (.67) (.67) (.66) (.65) (.66) (.68) (.66) (.68) (.68)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures estimated by a Method of LQ-moments of a GEV density with various frequencies (the block maxima lengths).
The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Tail-indexes are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. The curly brackets (below the Tail-index estimations of the original series) are obtained using the “Accelerated Bootstrap” procedure by Gilli
and K¨ ellezi (2006) applied on volatility series. Computations by the authors.
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0Table C.2-d: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions
of Period Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of LSd-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.20 -.21 -.16 -.23 -.19 -.21 -.21 -.17 -.22 -.20
Original [5%;95%] [-.26;-.14] [-.26;-.16] [-.22;-.09] [-.30;-.16] [-.23;-.14] [-.26;-.15] [-.25;-.13] [-.23;-.10] [-.27;-.17] [-.25;-.14]
KS P-stat. (.93) (.64) (.74) (.79) (.38) (.99) (.55) (.97) (1.00) (.17)
Shape-par. -.07 -.14 -.14 -.17 -.16 -.23 -.18 -.17 -.29 -.24
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.12;-.02] [-.19;-.09] [-.19;-.08] [-.22;-.11] [-.21;-.10] [-.28;-.17] [-.23;-.13] [-.22;-.11] [-.35;-.24] [-.30;-.19]
KS P-stat. (.62) (.65) (.66) (.64) (.63) (.63) (.61) (.63) (.60) (.61)
Shape-par. -.07 -.14 -.13 -.17 -.16 -.22 -.18 -.17 -.29 -.25
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.11;-.04] [-.20;-.09] [-.17;-.10] [-.21;-.12] [-.21;-.12] [-.28;-.18] [-.23;-.14] [-.22;-.12] [-.34;-.24] [-.29;-.20]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.61) (.65) (.62) (.62) (.63) (.63) (.64) (.59) (.63)
Shape-par. -.21 -.20 -.14 -.28 -.21 -.24 -.26 -.23 -.18 -.17
Original [5%;95%] [-.26;-.14] [-.24;-.14] [-.20;-.08] [-.35;-.22] [-.26;-.16] [-.30;-.19] [-.30;-.20] [-.30;-.19] [-.26;-.14] [-.21;-.12]
KS P-stat. (.89) (.89) (.39) (.70) (.18) (.80) (.80) (.49) (.49) (.39)
Shape-par. -.04 -.09 -.11 -.12 -.12 -.15 -.13 -.10 -.17 -.16
LSd-moments Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.15;.06] [-.22;.02] [-.22;.00] [-.22;-.02] [-.22;-.02] [-.26;-.04] [-.23;-.02] [-.22;.03] [-.28;-.06] [-.27;-.04]
KS P-stat. (.63) (.65) (.67) (.64) (.65) (.65) (.67) (.67) (.63) (.67)
Shape-par. -.04 -.09 -.10 -.12 -.11 -.14 -.12 -.09 -.17 -.16
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.11;.03] [-.20;.02] [-.19;-.02] [-.22;-.03] [-.21;-.03] [-.26;-.02] [-.23;-.02] [-.20;.03] [-.28;-.05] [-.27;-.06]
KS P-stat. (.66) (.67) (.67) (.66) (.66) (.65) (.68) (.65) (.65) (.67)
Shape-par. -.31 -.21 -.25 -.29 -.34 -.38 -.38 -.42 -.13 -.13
Original [5%;95%] [-.37;-.26] [-.27;-.16] [-.30;-.20] [-.34;-.23] [-.40;-.28] [-.43;-.32] [-.45;-.32] [-.48;-.37] [-.17;-.07] [-.20;-.09]
KS P-stat. (.95) (.48) (.82) (.65) (.48) (.65) (.82) (.95) (.82) (.95)
Shape-par. -.12 -.08 -.17 -.16 -.16 -.15 -.16 -.07 -.17 -.17
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.29;.02] [-.26;.09] [-.33;.01] [-.35;.01] [-.35;.02] [-.33;.04] [-.32;.02] [-.29;.12] [-.37;.02] [-.37;.01]
KS P-stat. (.68) (.67) (.66) (.66) (.66) (.68) (.66) (.68) (.66) (.68)
Shape-par. -.11 -.07 -.16 -.16 -.15 -.14 -.14 -.07 -.17 -.16
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.23;.00] [-.26;.12] [-.29;-.01] [-.33;.01] [-.32;.01] [-.31;.04] [-.30;.03] [-.27;.13] [-.35;.00] [-.34;.00]
KS P-stat. (.69) (.65) (.67) (.67) (.67) (.68) (.67) (.66) (.68) (.66)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures estimated by a Method of LSd-moments of a GEV density with various frequencies (the block maxima lengths).
The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Tail-indexes are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. The curly brackets (below the Tail-index estimations of the original series) are obtained using the “Accelerated Bootstrap” procedure by Gilli
and K¨ ellezi (2006) applied on volatility series. Computations by the authors.
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1Table C.3-a: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Pareto Distributions
of Peaks-over-Threshold Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of Classical Moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.25 -.17 -.14 -.18 -.19 -.33 -.42 -.23 -.22 -.22
Original [5%;95%] [-.39;.13] [-.31;-.04] [-.29;-.01] [-.33;-.05] [-.33;-.06] [-.46;-.18] [-.57;-.30] [-.37;-.11] [-.36;-.09] [-.37;-.09]
KS P-stat. (.91) (.30) (.15) (.67) (.22) (.07) (.30) (.53) (.53) (.41)
Shape-par. -.23 -.11 -.25 -.21 -.22 -.16 -.19 -.09 -.22 -.18
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.35;-.11] [-.30;.07] [-.39;-.13] [-.37;-.07] [-.37;-.07] [-.34;.01] [-.35;-.04] [-.31;.07] [-.39;-.06] [-.33;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.50) (.55) (.50) (.52) (.51) (.55) (.53) (.54) (.54) (.54)
Shape-par. -.21 -.11 -.25 -.21 -.21 -.15 -.18 -.09 -.20 -.18
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.27;-.16] [-.29;.07] [-.34;-.16] [-.35;-.07] [-.35;-.07] [-.33;.01] [-.34;-.05] [-.28;.08] [-.37;-.06] [-.31;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.59) (.52) (.52) (.51) (.52) (.55) (.53) (.53) (.56) (.55)
Shape-par. -.15 -.10 -.21 -.28 -.24 -.27 -.40 -.18 -.16 -.18
Original [5%;95%] [-.29;-.02] [-.24;.03] [-.35;-.08] [-.42;-.14] [-.37;-.11] [-.41;-.14] [-.54;-.27] [-.31;-.04] [-.30;-.02] [-.32;-.04]
KS P-stat. (.03) (.83) (.11) (.95) (.90) (.19) (.55) (.64) (.55) (.90)
Shape-par. -.14 -.09 -.17 -.16 -.16 -.14 -.15 -.08 -.18 -.15
Classical Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.23;-.06] [-.24;.05] [-.27;-.08] [-.27;-.06] [-.26;-.07] [-.28;-.02] [-.26;-.04] [-.24;.05] [-.31;-.07] [-.25;-.05]
moments KS P-stat. (.34) (.51) (.48) (.52) (.50) (.53) (.53) (.51) (.54) (.54)
Shape-par. -.13 -.09 -.16 -.15 -.15 -.13 -.14 -.08 -.18 -.14
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.17;-.09] [-.22;.05] [-.22;-.11] [-.25;-.06] [-.24;-.07] [-.27;-.01] [-.25;-.05] [-.22;.06] [-.29;-.07] [-.24;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.37) (.50) (.52) (.52) (.52) (.54) (.54) (.51) (.55) (.56)
Shape-par. -.14 -.10 -.17 -.24 -.18 -.27 -.27 -.16 -.21 -.18
Original [5%;95%] [-.27;-.02] [-.23;.03] [-.32;-.03] [-.36;-.11] [-.31;-.04] [-.39;-.15] [-.40;-.17] [-.31;-.02] [-.33;-.09] [-.32;-.03]
KS P-stat. (.67) (.97) (.26) (.07) (.26) (.67) (.09) (.74) (.67) (.91)
Shape-par. -.09 -.09 -.14 -.14 -.14 -.15 -.14 -.09 -.18 -.14
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.15;-.03] [-.20;.02] [-.21;-.08] [-.22;-.07] [-.22;-.07] [-.25;-.06] [-.22;-.06] [-.21;.02] [-.28;-.10] [-.22;-.07]
KS P-stat. (.46) (.50) (.50) (.53) (.53) (.50) (.53) (.47) (.53) (.52)
Shape-par. -.08 -.09 -.14 -.14 -.13 -.14 -.13 -.09 -.18 -.13
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.11;-.05] [-.19;.02] [-.18;-.10] [-.20;-.07] [-.20;-.07] [-.24;-.04] [-.21;-.05] [-.20;.02] [-.26;-.10] [-.22;-.06]
KS P-stat. (.51) (.49) (.54) (.53) (.54) (.50) (.53) (.48) (.54) (.56)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures. estimated by a Method of C-moments of a GPD with various quantiles of observations (thresholdsf o rt h e
peak deﬁnitions). The 90% conﬁdence intervals are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
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2Table C.3-b: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Pareto Distributions
of Peaks-over-Threshold Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of L-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.14 -.05 -.17 -.26 -.15 -.49 -.52 -.21 -.17 -.13
Original [5%;95%] [-.29;-.02] [-.17;.06] [-.30;-.08] [-.39;-.13] [-.28;-.07] [-.64;-.34] [-.66;-.41] [-.35;.10] [-.29;-.06] [-.26;-.06]
KS P-stat. (.91) (.97) (.67) (.30) (.22) (.53) (.97) (.41) (.22) (.41)
Shape-par. -.16 -.08 -.18 -.15 -.15 -.14 -.14 -.07 -.18 -.15
Weekly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.34;.01] [-.30;.11] [-.39;.00] [-.35;.03] [-.34;.03] [-.34;.06] [-.34;.04] [-.29;.13] [-.38;.01] [-.32;.02]
KS P-stat. (.58) (.60) (.59) (.59) (.58) (.60) (.59) (.60) (.60) (.60)
Shape-par. -.14 -.07 -.18 -.14 -.13 -.12 -.13 -.06 -.16 -.13
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.24;-.05] [-.28;.11] [-.31;-.05] [-.31;.03] [-.30;.03] [-.32;.06] [-.31;.04] [-.27;.14] [-.36;.01] [-.29;.02]
KS P-stat. (.64) (.59) (.60) (.61) (.60) (.61) (.61) (.61) (.60) (.58)
Shape-par. -.04 -.02 -.24 -.32 -.23 -.25 -.38 -.11 -.12 -.15
Original [5%;95%] [-.16;-.01] [-.12;.09] [-.18;-.02] [-.43;-.19] [-.34;-.11] [-.40;-.12] [-.52;-.24] [-.24;.01] [-.25;.01] [-.28;-.02]
KS P-stat. (.74) (.64) (.64) (.09) (.24) (.90) (.74) (.30) (.64) (.64)
Shape-par. -.04 -.08 -.10 -.11 -.11 -.14 -.12 -.09 -.16 -.12
L-moments Monthly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.18;.09] [-.23;.06] [-.24;.03] [-.25;.01] [-.25;.01] [-.28;.00] [-.26;.01] [-.25;.05] [-.31;-.03] [-.25;-.01]
KS P-stat. (.54) (.59) (.60) (.59) (.58) (.58) (.59) (.58) (.59) (.60)
Shape-par. -.03 -.08 -.09 -.11 -.10 -.12 -.11 -.08 -.16 -.12
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.10;.04] [-.21;.06] [-.18;-.01] [-.22;.01] [-.21;.01] [-.28;.01] [-.24;.01] [-.24;.07] [-.29;-.03] [-.23;.00]
KS P-stat. (.57) (.59) (.60) (.59) (.60) (.59) (.58) (.58) (.60) (.61)
Shape-par. -.16 -.10 -.11 -.22 -.15 -.26 -.20 -.14 -.25 -.20
Original [5%;95%] [-.28;-.08] [-.22;.00] [-.18;-.02] [-.30;-.15] [-.24;-.01] [-.37;-.13] [-.35;-.07] [-.24;-.06] [-.38;-.11] [-.30;-.13]
KS P-stat. (.11) (1.00) (.16) (.95) (.22) (.67) (.60) (.91) (.54) (.41)
Shape-par. -.04 -.10 -.12 -.13 -.12 -.16 -.13 -.11 -.19 -.13
Quarterly Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.13;.05] [-.21;.01] [-.22;-.03] [-.22;-.04] [-.22;-.03] [-.26;-.06] [-.23;-.04] [-.22;-.01] [-.30;-.09] [-.22;-.05]
KS P-stat. (.55) (.58) (.55) (.59) (.58) (.60) (.58) (.58) (.58) (.57)
Shape-par. -.03 -.09 -.12 -.13 -.12 -.16 -.12 -.11 -.19 -.13
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.08;.02] [-.20;.01] [-.19;-.05] [-.21;-.04] [-.21;-.04] [-.27;-.06] [-.22;-.03] [-.22;-.01] [-.28;-.10] [-.22;-.04]
KS P-stat. (.56) (.56) (.57) (.57) (.58) (.56) (.58) (.58) (.58) (.58)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures. estimated by a Method of L-moments of a GPD with various quantiles of observations (thresholdsf o rt h e
peak deﬁnitions). The 90% conﬁdence intervals are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
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3Table C.3-c: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Pareto Distributions
of Peaks-over-Threshold Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of LQ-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.22 -.16 -.34 -.47 -.05 -.94 -.58 -.12 -.27 .01
Original [5%;95%] [-.34;-.11] [-.29;.04] [-.47;-.21] [-.62;-.28] [-.16;.08] [-1.11;-.79] [-.74;-.42] [-.24;-.07] [-.41;-.20] [-.09;.14]
KS P-stat. (.80) (.11) (.41) (.67) (.11) (.22) (.11) (.22) (.53) (.03)
Shape-par. -.04 -.07 -.10 -.04 -.03 -.11 -.08 -.06 -.12 -.09
2.50% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.50;.43] [-.50;.35] [-.55;.32] [-.46;.37] [-.44;.39] [-.56;.29] [-.51;.33] [-.49;.34] [-.55;.31] [-.50;.28]
KS P-stat. (.48) (.55) (.53) (.54) (.53) (.51) (.54) (.53) (.52) (.54)
Shape-par. .05 -.04 -.09 -.02 -.01 -.10 -.06 -.04 -.11 -.08
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.25;.33] [-.50;.36] [-.45;.27] [-.40;.37] [-.39;.38] [-.55;.33] [-.50;.33] [-.47;.38] [-.53;.30] [-.47;.26]
KS P-stat. (.51) (.53) (.53) (.55) (.53) (.54) (.54) (.54) (.55) (.54)
Shape-par. .15 -.05 -.27 -.36 -.44 -.11 -.41 .04 -.02 -.10
Original [5%;95%] [.01;-.22] [-.16;.08] [-.38;-.12] [-.46;-.25] [-.60;-.29] [-.23;-.02] [-.58;-.25] [-.06;-.17] [-.15;-.10] [-.22;-.03]
KS P-stat. (1.00) (.55) (.24) (.90) (.03) (.11) (.55) (.30) (.74) (.95)
Shape-par. .07 -.08 -.01 -.08 -.07 -.13 -.10 -.11 -.13 -.10
LQ-moments 5% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.27;.42] [-.41;.24] [-.31;.28] [-.39;.21] [-.39;.24] [-.46;.16] [-.44;.19] [-.43;.19] [-.45;.17] [-.40;.17]
KS P-stat. (.50) (.53) (.52) (.51) (.53) (.52) (.51) (.53) (.52) (.54)
Shape-par. .07 -.08 .00 -.07 -.06 -.12 -.08 -.09 -.14 -.09
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.15;.29] [-.40;.22] [-.29;.26] [-.36;.22] [-.36;.24] [-.45;.19] [-.39;.21] [-.41;.22] [-.46;.16] [-.37;.16]
KS P-stat. (.55) (.54) (.52) (.54) (.51) (.52) (.53) (.51) (.52) (.53)
Shape-par. -.23 -.24 .05 -.18 .02 -.29 -.02 .01 -.36 -.10
Original [5%;95%] [-.34;-.15] [-.35;-.15] [-.08;.19] [-.31;-.07] [-.09;.14] [-.39;-.18] [-.12;-.09] [-.11;.12] [-.47;-.23] [-.21;.03]
KS P-stat. (.09) (.91) (.16) (.41) (.16) (.54) (.67) (.07) (.03) (.01)
Shape-par. -.02 -.10 -.14 -.14 -.13 -.17 -.12 -.13 -.21 -.13
10% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.26;.21] [-.35;.11] [-.37;.08] [-.36;.08] [-.36;.08] [-.40;.04] [-.37;.09] [-.37;.08] [-.44;.00] [-.34;.06]
KS P-stat. (.46) (.49) (.48) (.52) (.51) (.50) (.51) (.51) (.52) (.52)
Shape-par. -.02 -.10 -.13 -.14 -.14 -.18 -.12 -.14 -.21 -.13
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.20;.15] [-.34;.11] [-.34;.06] [-.37;.07] [-.36;.08] [-.41;.02] [-.35;.09] [-.38;.09] [-.42;.01] [-.33;.05]
KS P-stat. (.49) (.50) (.49) (.50) (.52) (.52) (.50) (.53) (.50) (.51)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures. estimated by a Method of LQ-moments of a GPD with various quantiles of observations (thresholds for the
peak deﬁnitions). The 90% conﬁdence intervals are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
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4Table C.3-d: Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Pareto Distributions
of Peaks-over-Threshold Daily Log-volatilities using a Method of LSd-moments
Method Frequencies Series Statistics Realized Bi-power Jump Parkinson Kunitomo Rogers- Garman- Yang- Simple Exponential
Volatility Variation Comp. Satchell Klass Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.04 .01 -.15 -.18 -.13 -.24 -.31 -.13 -.06 -.03
Original [5%;95%] [-.10;.03] [-.06;.08] [-.20;-.09] [-.23;-.13] [-.20;-.07] [-.30;-.18] [-.35;-.24] [-.18;-.08] [-.12;-.02] [-.07;.04]
KS P-stat. (.80) (.80) (.53) (.67) (.41) (.03) (.53) (.30) (.80) (.15)
Shape-par. -.07 -.04 -.07 -.06 -.06 -.07 -.07 -.04 -.08 -.07
2.50% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.18;.05] [-.16;.08] [-.19;.04] [-.18;.05] [-.18;.05] [-.19;.05] [-.18;.06] [-.16;.08] [-.18;.03] [-.17;.03]
KS P-stat. (.56) (.60) (.55) (.58) (.57) (.58) (.57) (.61) (.57) (.59)
Shape-par. -.06 -.04 -.07 -.05 -.05 -.07 -.06 -.03 -.08 -.06
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.14;.00] [-.16;.08] [-.15;.02] [-.16;.05] [-.15;.05] [-.18;.04] [-.17;.06] [-.16;.09] [-.18;.02] [-.15;.03]
KS P-stat. (.62) (.59) (.60) (.61) (.58) (.59) (.59) (.58) (.59) (.57)
Shape-par. .01 -.02 -.11 -.15 -.09 -.12 -.15 -.05 -.09 -.08
Original [5%;95%] [-.03;.06] [-.06;.04] [-.16;-.03] [-.22;-.11] [-.13;-.02] [-.19;-.06] [-.19;-.10] [-.10;.00] [-.14;-.02] [-.15;-.02]
KS P-stat. (.99) (.37) (.64) (.99) (.24) (.24) (.02) (.46) (.74) (.55)
Shape-par. .01 -.05 -.04 -.06 -.06 -.07 -.06 -.05 -.08 -.06
LSd-moments 5% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.08;.10] [-.14;.04] [-.12;.05] [-.13;.02] [-.13;.02] [-.15;.01] [-.15;.02] [-.15;.03] [-.17;-.01] [-.14;.01]
KS P-stat. (.57) (.56) (.55) (.56) (.54) (.52) (.54) (.54) (.53) (.56)
Shape-par. .02 -.05 -.03 -.06 -.05 -.07 -.05 -.05 -.08 -.06
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.04;.07] [-.14;.04] [-.10;.03] [-.13;.02] [-.13;.03] [-.16;.02] [-.14;.02] [-.14;.04] [-.16;-.01] [-.14;.01]
KS P-stat. (.60) (.55) (.57) (.56) (.56) (.54) (.56) (.56) (.52) (.55)
Shape-par. -.13 -.07 -.02 -.10 -.10 -.12 -.08 -.07 -.14 -.13
Original [5%;95%] [-.19;-.05] [-.14;-.02] [-.06;.03] [-.16;-.06] [-.15;-.04] [-.17;-.05] [-.14;-.01] [-.11;-.01] [-.19;-.08] [-.18;-.08]
KS P-stat. (.19) (.80) (.11) (.04) (.16) (.06) (.54) (.01) (.03) (.67)
Shape-par. -.03 -.06 -.08 -.07 -.07 -.09 -.07 -.07 -.11 -.08
10% Bootstrap [5%;95%] [-.09;.04] [-.12;.00] [-.14;-.01] [-.13;-.01] [-.13;-.01] [-.15;-.03] [-.13;-.01] [-.13;-.01] [-.17;-.05] [-.14;-.03]
KS P-stat. (.50) (.51) (.43) (.46) (.48) (.39) (.46) (.46) (.35) (.45)
Shape-par. -.03 -.06 -.08 -.07 -.07 -.09 -.07 -.07 -.11 -.08
Surrogate [5%;95%] [-.07;.01] [-.12;.00] [-.13;-.03] [-.13;-.02] [-.12;-.01] [-.15;-.03] [-.13;-.02] [-.13;-.01] [-.16;-.06] [-.13;-.02]
KS P-stat. (.56) (.48) (.44) (.47) (.49) (.38) (.44) (.47) (.36) (.48)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. Reported in this table are the empirical
Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures. estimated by a Method of LSd-moments of a GPD with various quantiles of observations (thresholds for the
peak deﬁnitions). The 90% conﬁdence intervals are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are
between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
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5Table C-4: Comparison of Estimates of Shape-parameters
of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions of Weekly Maxima
of Daily Log-volatilities using Maximum Likelihood and Various Bootstrap Methods
Series Methods Statistics Realized Parkinson Rogers- Yang- Simple Exponential
Satchell Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.17 -.20 -.20 -.19 -.25 -.22
Simple [5%;95%] [-.20;-.14] [-.23;-.18] [-.24;-.17] [-.22;-.16] [-.28;-.22] [-.25;-.19]
KS P-stat (.62) (.53) (.56) (.56) (.48) (.50)
Shape-par. -.08 -.17 -.22 -.16 -.28 -.24
Return Stationary [5%;95%] [-.12;-.04] [-.21;-.13] [-.27;-.17] [-.21;-.12] [-.33;-.24] [-.28;-.20]
KS P-stat (.60) (.57) (.52) (.53) (.40) (.50)
Shape-par. -.12 -.18 -.20 -.17 -.28 -.23
Circular [5%;95%] [-.16;-.08] [-.22;-.14] [-.24;-.16] [-.21;-.13] [-.32;-.24] [-.27;-.19]
KS P-stat (.62) (.54) (.53) (.56) (.43) (.48)
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.22 -.17 -.24 -.20
Accelerated [5%;95%] [-.19;-.17] [-.23;-.22] [-.23;-.21] [-.19;-.15] [-.26;-.22] [-.21;-.18]
KS P-stat (.55) (.61) (.62) (.70) (.56) (.57)
Shape-par. -.19 -.22 -.23 -.17 -.26 -.18
Volatility Stationary [5%;95%] [-.22;-.15] [-.26;-.18] [-.28;-.20] [-.21;-.13] [-.30;-.22] [-.22;-.14]
KS P-stat (.55) (.53) (.48) (.56) (.45) (.53)
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.21 -.17 -.25 -.21
Circular [5%;95%] [-.25;-.10] [-.28;-.16] [-.28;-.15] [-.25;-.10] [-.32;-.20] [-.27;-.15]
KS P-stat (.38) (.45) (.45) (.50) (.43) (.43)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. The Shape-parameters for the
various volatility measures are estimated by the Method of Maximum Likelihood of a GEV density with a weekly frequency (the block maxima
length) on 10,000 series obtained with bootstrap methods (simple: Efron and Tibshirani, 1994; stationary: Politis and Romano, 1994; circular:
Politis and Romano, 1994, and Politis and White, 2004; accelerated: Efron and Tibshirani, 1994, and Gilli and K¨ ellezi, 2006) on series of returns
or on series of volatilities. The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Shape-parameters are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
1
6Table C-5: Comparison of Estimates of Shape-parameters
of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions of Weekly Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities
using Maximum Likelihood, L-moments, T(1,1)-moments and Diﬀerent Surrogate Methods
Long-memory Estimation Statistics Realized Parkinson Rogers- Yang- Simple Exponential
Test Methods Satchell Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.08 -.17 -.22 -.16 -.28 -.24
Max. Likelihood [5%;95%] [-.11;-.05] [-.20;-.14] [-.26;-.17] [-.21;-.12] [-.32;-.24] [-.27;-.20]
KS P-stat. (.62) (.57) (.51) (.54) (.40) (.50)
Shape-par. -.08 -.18 -.24 -.18 -.32 -.26
DFA L-moments [5%;95%] [-.11;-.04] [-.22;-.13] [-.30;-.19] [-.23;-.13] [-.38;-.27] [-.31;-.21]
KS P-stat (.65) (.62) (.58) (.61) (.52) (.57)
Shape-par. -.09 -.19 -.25 -.19 -.33 -.28
TL(1,1) [5%;95%] [-.14;-.03] [-.25;-.12] [-.33;-.18] [-.26;-.12] [-.41;-.25] [-.35;-.20]
KS P-stat. (.66) (.64) (.64) (.67) (.64) (.65)
Shape-par. -.08 -.17 -.22 -.16 -.28 -.24
Max. Likelihood [5%;95%] [ -.11; -.05] [ -.20; -.13] [ -.27; -.17] [ -.21; -.12] [ -.32; -.24] [ -.28; -.19]
KS P-stat (.63) (.57) (.53) (.56) (.39) (.48)
Shape-par. -.08 -.17 -.24 -.18 -.32 -.26
Whittle L-moments [5%;95%] [ -.11; -.04] [ -.22; -.13] [ -.29; -.19] [ -.23; -.13] [ -.38; -.27] [ -.31; -.21]
KS P-stat (.64) (.61) (.60) (.60) (.53) (.57)
Shape-par. -.09 -.19 -.25 -.19 -.33 -.28
TL(1,1) [5%;95%] [ -.14; -.03] [ -.26; -.12] [ -.32; -.18] [ -.27; -.12] [ -.41; -.26] [ -.35; -.21]
KS P-stat (.65) (.67) (.65) (.66) (.64) (.66)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. The Shape-parameters for the various
volatility measures are estimated by the Methods of Maximum Likelihood, L-moments and T(1,1)-moments of a GEV density with a weekly frequency (the block
maxima length) on 10,000 series obtained with surrogate methods (DFA: Kantelhardt et al., 2001; Whittle: K¨ unsch, 1986) on series of volatilities. The 90%
conﬁdence intervals of Shape-parameters are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are between
parentheses. Computations by the authors.
1
7Table C-6: Comparison of Estimates of Shape-parameters
of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions of Weekly Maxima
of Daily Log-volatilities using Maximum Likelihood and Various Frequencies
Series Frequencies Statistics Realized Parkinson Rogers- Yang- Simple Exponential
Satchell Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.23 -.17 -.17 -.25
30 minutes [5%;95%] [-.22;-.14] [-.26;-.18] [-.27;-.19] [-.21;-.13] [-.21;-.13] [-.29;-.21]
KS P-stat (.56) (.53) (.49) (.56) (.54) (.45)
Shape-par. -.19 -.22 -.23 -.17 -.17 -.25
Volatility 60 minutes [5%;95%] [-.22;-.16] [-.22;-.21] [-.25;-.20] [-.19;-.15] [-.21;-.18] [-.29;-.20]
KS P-stat (.57) (.61) (.61) (.72) (.54) (.53)
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.23 -.17 -.17 -.25
120 minutes [5%;95%] [-.19;-.17] [-.22;-.21] [-.25;-.19] [-.19;-.15] [-.21;-.18] [-.29;-.22]
KS P-stat (.61) (.60) (.61) (.70) (.57) (.54)
Source: Euronext, 30’, 60’ and 120’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the period 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. The Shape-
parameters for the various volatility measures are estimated by the Method of Maximum Likelihood of a GEV density with a weekly frequency (the
block maxima length) on 10,000 series obtained with the stationary bootstrap method (Politis and Romano, 1994) on series of volatilities. The 90%
conﬁdence intervals of Shape- parameters are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS
P-stat.) are between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
1
8Table C-7: Comparison of Estimates of Shape-parameters
of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions of Weekly Maxima
of Daily Log-volatilities using Maximum Likelihood for Various Sample Periods
Series Periods Statistics Realized Parkinson Rogers- Yang- Simple Exponential
Satchell Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.18 -.21 -.23 -.17 -.17 -.25
1997-2009 [5%;95%] [-.22;-.14] [-.26;-.18] [-.27;-.19] [-.21;-.13] [-.21;-.13] [-.29;-.21]
KS P-stat (.56) (.53) (.49) (.56) (.54) (.45)
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.21 -.17 -.19 -.23
Volatility 1997-2000 [5%;95%] [-.19;-.17] [-.22;-.21] [-.22;-.20] [-.19;-.15] [-.21;-.18] [-.25;-.21]
KS P-stat (.58) (.61) (.59) (.69) (.55) (.54)
Shape-par. -.18 -.22 -.21 -.17 -.19 -.23
1997-2007 [5%;95%] [-.19;-.17] [-.22;-.21] [-.22;-.20] [-.19;-.15] [-.21;-.18] [-.25;-.21]
KS P-stat (.58) (.64) (.60) (.70) (.56) (.53)
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the periods 01-01-1997/05-31-2009, 01-01-1997/01-01-2000 and
01-01-1997/01-01-2007. The Shape-parameters for the various volatility measures are estimated by the Method of Maximum Likelihood of a GEV
density with a weekly frequency (the block maxima length) on 10,000 series obtained with the stationary bootstrap method (Politis and Romano,
1994) on series of volatilities. The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Shape-parameters are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of Goodness-of-Fit
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
1
9Table C-8: Comparison of Estimates of Shape-parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distributions of
Weekly Maxima of Daily Log-volatilities using Maximum Likelihood for Various Sample Periods conditioned
to VIX and IMS Levels
Criteria Level Statistics Realized Parkinson Rogers- Yang- Simple Exponential
Satchell Zhang Moving Av.
Shape-par. -.08 -.17 -.12 -.09 -.23 -.35
Low [5%;95%] [-.13;-.02] [-.21;-.11] [-.16;-.06] [-.15;-.02] [-.27;-.17] [-.37;-.31]
KS P-stat .11 .73 .45 .54 .30 .90
Shape-par. -.12 -.23 -.18 -.07 -.24 -.27
VIX Median [5%;95%] [-.16;-.06] [-.26;-.19] [-.22;-.14] [-.12;-.01] [-.26;-.21] [-.28;-.24]
KS P-stat .91 .31 .47 .80 .16 .19
Shape-par. -.23 -.23 -.25 -.21 -.17 -.25
High [5%;95%] [-.28;-.16] [-.27;-.15] [-.30;-.17] [-.27;-.13] [-.23;-.09] [-.3;-.18]
KS P-stat .18 .95 .90 .73 .37 .73
Shape-par. -.17 -.25 -.21 -.16 -.28 -.34
Low [5%;95%] [-.23;-.08] [-.31;-.17] [-.26;-.12] [-.23;-.07] [-.32;-.20] [-.36;-.28]
KS P-stat .45 .54 .64 .90 .30 .95
Shape-par. -.17 -.22 -.21 -.12 -.15 -.19
IMS Median [5%;95%] [-.21;-.11] [-.27;-.17] [-.25;-.15] [-.17;-.05] [-.19;-.09] [-.22;-.14]
KS P-stat .67 .67 .95 .35 .26 .02
Shape-par. -.10 -.18 -.21 -.12 -.03 -.12
High [5%;95%] [-.18;.00] [-.24;-.10] [-.27;-.13] [-.19;-.02] [-.12;.07] [-.19;-.02]
KS P-stat .64 .73 .19 .90 .98 .95
Source: Euronext, 30’ resampled intraday CAC40 French stock index quotes from the periods 01-01-1997/05-31-2009. The Shape-parameters for
the various volatility measures are estimated by the Method of Maximum Likelihood of a GEV density with a weekly frequency (the block maxima
length) on 10,000 series obtained with the stationary bootstrap method (Politis and Romano, 1994) on series of volatilities obtained on dates deﬁned
by the level of the VIX (CBOT Implied Volatility Index) or the level of the Index of Market Shocks (IMS - see Maillet and Michel, 2003 and 2005).
Low level corresponds to values below the overall 25% quantile; Median level to values between the 25% and 75% quantiles; High level to values
above the 75% quantile, for both VIX or IMS. The 90% conﬁdence intervals of Shape- parameters are reported in brackets, whilst P-statistics of
Goodness-of-Fit Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (denoted KS P-stat.) are between parentheses. Computations by the authors.
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